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Direct printing of nanomaterials, which integrate nanomaterials into a film via low cost 
mean, is designed to fabricate transparent conductive electrode (TCE) film. Following 
laser processing is utilized as the post treatment to enhance the film performance. The 
laser processing is proposed in order to weld nanomaterials in nanoscale and enhance the 
electrical conductance of the nanomaterials film. Rigid glass substrate was chosen as the 
substrate to load nanomaterials printing; however, this laser processing also can be 
utilized to flexible substrate like polymer and bendable glass. Aluminum doped zinc 
oxide nanoparticles and silver nanowires were chosen as the printable nanomaterials. The 
laser – nanomaterial interaction and temperature evolution was studied by Comsol 
Multiphysics software. The localized nanowelding was simulated by Molecular Dynamic 
simulation. The SEM, TEM and XRD results show that microstructure of nanomaterials 
film was improved significantly after laser induced nanowelding. The theoretical study of 
the electrical conductance enhancement is presented in the thesis. The direct printing 
techniques and ultra-fast laser processing have the potential to boost the efficiency when 
used in commercial mass – production.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Motivation 
As increasing development and widespread of smart-devices, touchscreen laptops and 
thin film Photovoltaics devices, transparent conductive electrodes (TCEs), which transmit 
light and conduct electrical current simultaneously, are essentially needed for mass 
production[1]. They are mainly used as the top screen and window layer as shown in 





Figure 1.1. TCEs used in touchscreen (a) and thin film Photovoltaics (b) 
 
TCEs were known in the end of 19
th
 century, when the first example was thin metal films 
prepared by evaporation and sputtering[1]. Transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) was 
probably first investigated by Bädeker in 1907, including CdO, Cu2O and PbO[1]. 
Bädeker obtained resistivity as low as 1.2×10
–3




magnitude higher than the resistivity of indium tin oxide (ITO) films which is the 
standard optoelectronic utilized TCO layers today[2]. In 1925, understanding of the 
electrical properties and doping of semiconductors improved significantly due to 
quantum mechanics[1]. Researchers identified the roles of intrinsic defects including 
vacancies, substitutional and interstitial lattice site defects. TCOs films could be 
deposited various techniques, such as oxidation of thin metal films; the sputtering of 
metal targets in a reactive atmosphere; and chemical deposition onto hot glass by 
spraying or dipping 367. The broad industrial application of TCO materials began at the 
end of the 1960s, and developed around 1970s with flat-panel display technology demand, 
ITO became the most commonly used TCOs for transparent electrodes [3].  
These transparent conductive oxides dominated the field of transparent electrodes for past 
three decades. Out of the different possible TCOs available, only SnO2:X and ZnO:X (X 
is a dopant) have gained widespread attention, owing to their wide bandgap >3 eV, 
allowing for applications in the visible and near-UV range (down to 300 nm), and their 
low resistivities of around 10
–3
 Ω cm or lower. Among them, ITO (X is indium for 
SnO2:X) is the most popular TCO material owing to the lowest resistivity on a 
commercial scale (2×10
–4
 Ωcm)[4]. Today, it is widely used as the transparent electrode 
in flat-panel displays[5] and also a transparent electrode, especially in amorphous silicon 
or CdTe thin-film solar cells[6, 7].  
However, as increasing cost of indium, ZnO:X with resistivity in the range of 2-4×10
–4
 
Ωcm attracts much attention, which is also used as a window and contact layer in thin-
film solar cells. To achieve low resistivity in a transparent electrode requires the carrier 
3 
 
concentrations and carrier mobility to be as high as possible. Whereas the maximum 





), carrier mobility are limited by the multiple scattering mechanism according to 
different carrier concentration level.  
Recently, researchers began searching for low cost fabrication method for TCOs and 
other alternative TCEs[8], in parallel with the exponential rise of the flat-panel display 
industry. These new research efforts are driven by several factors such as: (1) the 
increasing price of indium, (2) the high cost and limitation for high vacuum fabrication, 
(3) the quest for sheet resistances below 5Ω/sq for large displays and large-area solid-
state lighting[9]. The potential low cost fabrication method for ZnO:X includes sol gel 
spin coating, nanoparticle ink printing and spray coating. Other alternatives includes 
periodic metal grids or irregular metal nanowire networks, which are usually prepared by 
the lithography of metal films or direct printing of metal nanowires from solutions[10-12].  
 
1.2. Objectives 
It is well known extended defects like inter-grain voids, grain boundaries and electro 
traps in grain boundaries play important roles in electrical and optical properties of AZO 
thin film[13]. For instance, these defects may bring free carrier scattering centers and 
tend to decrease the carrier lifetime so as to drawback the carrier mobility, resulting in 
low electrical conductivity of the film[14]. Though electrical conductivity can be 
enhanced by increasing impurity doping level, but this is usually achieved at the expense 
of red/IR transparency[15]. Thus, carrier scattering center minimization, in low impurity 
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doping level with low carrier concentration, become critical to optimize carrier mobility 
and finally achieve satisfied electrical conductivity for TCOs, simultaneously retaining 
high transparency. And, random nanowire networks, which have the potential to embed 
in TCOs for enhancing conductance, suffer from the intrinsic problem of percolation and 
large contact resistances between nanowires. In this study, we aim to accomplish the 
following objectives: 
(a) Study on mechanism of ZnO:X transparent electrode film enhancement by ultra-fast 
laser. As an important component of this research, mechanism of grain growth and grain 
boundary modification is critical to understand the ultra-fast laser enhancement on the 
film. 
(b) Investigation on methodology low cost ZnO:X transparent electrode film fabrication 
and modification by ultra-fast laser enhancement.  In order to lower the cost of 
transparent electrode manufacturing simultaneous retain outstanding optoelectronic 
performance, the research focus will be placed on methodology of ultra-fast laser 
enhancement on the quality modification of solution fabricated low-cost ZnO:X film 
(spin coating, inkjet nanoparticle printing).  
(c) Investigation on methodology low cost metal nanowire transparent electrode film 
printing and modification by ultra-fast laser.  In order to embed the metal nanowire to 
flexible transparent electrode film to enhance optoelectronic performance, the research 
focus will be placed on methodology of ultra-fast laser on the quality modification of the 
metal nanowire network printed by roll to roll printing and inkjet printing.  
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(d) Study on mechanism of metal nanowire printing enhancement by ultra-fast laser. As 
an important component of the metal nanowire embedding, mechanism of nanowire 
percolation and large contact resistance modification is critical to understand the ultra-
fast laser enhancement on the film. 
(e) Proposal for a new fabrication route for ultra-fast laser enhanced printing of high 
quality transparent electrode. Lastly but the most important, a novel fabrication route to 
make low cost high quality transparent electrode film will be proposed. The method will 
combine the printing of solution based metal oxide nanoparticles or metal nanowires, and 
ultra-fast laser enhancement on the quality of this low cost fabricated transparent 
electrode film. The optoelectronic performance will be measured. The proposed 
fabrication route would be helpful to lower the film manufacturing cost and to avoid 
additional film patterning process in industry. 
 
1.3. Structure of Dissertation 
This dissertation is structured as follows. (1) Chapter 1 is the introduction. (2) Chapter 2 
reviews the literature of transparent electrodes, the development of metal oxide based 
transparent electrodes and metal nanowire mesh based transparent electrodes. (3) Chapter 
3 summarized the state of art for this research. Mainly, the simulation and experimental 
work were performed in order to study the laser processing effect on metal oxide 
nanoparticles film and metal nanowire film. It is focusing on the nanojoining between 
adjacent nanomaterials and the nanojunction formation. (4) Chapter 4 lists the material 
characterization and performance test methods of this thesis. (5) In chapter 5, Aluminum 
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doped zinc oxide (AZO) nanoparticels were coated as cutting edge low cost transparent 
electrode film, and followed by laser processing. The microstructures were studied after 
coating and laser processing. The recrystallization mechanism induced by UV laser was 
studied. Grown grain and decreased internal defects after laser process, leads to increased 
electro mobility inside the AZO polycrystalline films. (6) Chapter 6 summarizes the laser 
processing was integrated to roll to roll printing of silver nanowire film. In this chapter, 
the laser induced nanojoining between crossed nanowires leads to macros scale film 
conductance increase without compromise on optical transmittance. (7) Chapter 7 
















CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. Development of TCEs 
Transparent conductive electrodes (TCEs), mainly transparent conductive oxides (TCOs), 
are usually used in optoelectronic devices like flat panel displays and Photovoltaics. They 
are fabricated with polycrystalline or amorphous structures by various deposition or 
coating techniques including high vacuum deposition such as DC sputtering[16], pulsed laser 
deposition (PLD)[17], Atomic layer deposition (ALD)[18] and chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD)[15]. Generally, to satisfy the application requirement, these TCEs need to achieve 
greater than 80-85% transmittance of incident light as well as resistivity lower than 1-
2×10
-3
 Ωcm for efficient carrier transport. The transmittance of these films, just as in 
any transparent material, is limited by light scattering at defects and grain boundaries [19, 
20]. And for use as thin-film electrodes in solar cells, TCEs should have a minimum 




 for low resistivity and a band gap lower 
than 380 nm to avoid absorption of light over most of the solar spectra[2]. Mobility in 
these films is limited by ionized impurity scattering and grain boundary scattering, on the 
order of 10-40 cm
2
/(V·s). Currently used TCOs in industry are primarily n-type 




To date, the industry standard in TCE is ITO (tin-doped indium-oxide) because of best  
optoelectronic property[21]. ITO achieves low resistivity of ~1-2×10
−4
 Ωcm and a 
transmittance over 80%. However, ITO has the drawback of being expensive, that is due 
to the film’s primary metal Indium is rare (6000 metric tons worldwide, 2006) and price 
fluctuates due to market demand (over $800/kg, 2006)[22]. Therefore, earth abundant 
doped zinc oxide (ZnO:X) has been proposed as alternative materials[21], as well as 
other like metal nanowires network[23].  
 
2.2. Development of ZnO:X TCEs 
Zinc oxide (ZnO) thin films have drawn much attention recently due to significant advantages 
over other transparent conductive oxide (TCO) films like indium oxide and tin oxide such as 
chemical stability in reducing environments, and availability to doping with a wide range of 
materials[15, 24]. Among extrinsic n-type dopant elements, Aluminum (Al) is the most widely 
used in ZnO thin films owing to two reasons: (i) Al and Zn have similar electronegativity and (ii) 
the ionic radius of Al is slightly smaller than Zn[25]. Furthermore, the Al dopant is able to 
enhance the thin film conductivity by supplying more free charge carriers, at the same time 
stabilizing the electrical property of ZnO thin films by impeding the chemisorption of oxygen at 
the surface and grain boundaries [26].  
Al doped ZnO (AZO) is currently under intense investigation and development to replace indium 
tin oxide (ITO) as TCO film[27], though latter one is the standard compound for most 
applications performing best optoelectronic property[21]. Since it is crucial that AZO ensure a 
sustainable supply of the earth abundant and cost-effect alternatives and which is also reflected in 
predicted markets of $925 million in 2016 for alternative TCOs[28]. Meanwhile, AZO thin films 
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also exhibit impressive and reliable electro-optical performance and environmental benefits [21, 
29], leading to wide application in display windows[21, 30], thin film solar cells[31, 32], and 
opto-electronic devices[33]. Nowadays, various deposition techniques are applied to prepare high 
quality AZO film with resistivity of 10
-3
 Ωcm and visible transmittance over 85%, such as DC 
sputtering[16], pulsed laser deposition (PLD)[17], Atomic layer deposition (ALD)[18] and 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD)[15]. However, these high vacuum methods are accompanied 
with issues like instrumental complexity, high investment costs and limits scalability[21], which 
draw immense demand to develop softer deposition conditions like low cost non-vacuum 
methods.   
It is well known extended defects like inter-grain voids, grain boundaries and electro traps in 
grain boundaries play important roles in electrical and optical properties of AZO thin film[13]. 
For instance, these defects may bring free carrier scattering centers and tend to decrease the 
carrier lifetime so as to drawback the carrier mobility, resulting in low electrical conductivity of 
the film[14]. Though electrical conductivity can be enhanced by increasing impurity doping level, 
but this is usually achieved at the expense of red/IR transparency[15]. Thus, carrier scattering 
center minimization, in low impurity doping level with low carrier concentration, become critical 
to optimize carrier mobility and finally achieve satisfied electrical conductivity, simultaneously 
retaining high transparency.  
Therefore, a variety of solution based approaches and post improvement have been tried to obtain 
good optoelectronic properties comparable to vacuum deposition techniques, but achieving a high 
electrical conductivity (~1000 S/cm) with transparency over 85-90% (T@550nm) has not been 




2.3. Development of metal nanowires TCEs 
Due to wide application in today’s ubiquitous flat panel displays and touch screen 
technologies, as well as thin-film solar cells and light emitting diodes, low-cost and large 
scale manufactured transparent conductive electrodes (TCEs) have drawn increasing 
attention. Various types of TCEs have been used in optoelectronics including indium tin 
oxide (ITO), aluminum doped zinc oxide (AZO) and alternatives like single-wall carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs), graphenes and silver nanowires (Ag nws). Owing to low-cost 
synthesis and film fabrication, networks of Ag nws CNTs have been intensively 
investigated to replace ITO which is the standard compound for most application 
performing best optoelectronic property. However, Ag nws/CNTs still suffer from the 
problem of excessive agglomeration which would further deteriorate visible range 
transparency, especially when Ag nws have high aspect ratio (~35nm in diameter and 
~15-20um in length).   
Besides, according to[34], for Ag nws network corresponding to transmittance of 85-95%, 
conduction is typically dominated by percolation through junctions with relative large 
nw-nw contact resistance (MΩ). A variety of attempts have been made to decrease the 
sheet resistance by improving the junction contact conductance, including self-forming of 
nws[35], thermal annealing under pressure and electroplating. However, it has been 
challenging to reduce the sheet resistance to < 20 Ω/sq, simultaneously holding the 
transparency over 90%. On the other hand, optical welding of Ag nw junctions has been 
invented by Garnett et al. recently, which bring a potential for directly improving nw-nw 
junction conductance without any device damage, nanowire shape change nor additive 
material[34]. The optical welding depends on material absorption and the light intensity; 
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in particular metals exhibit large ohmic losses, enable effective light concentration and 
serve as efficient and light driven sources of heat. It can be illustrated that one can rapidly 
raise and lower the temperature in nanoscale metallic structures with the use of pulsed 
lasers. 
2.4. Proposed solution for fabrication of low cost & high quality TCEs 
To fabricate the low cost and high quality transparent conductive electrode films, a novel 
process is proposed consisting of nano-material precursor printing (low cost) and the post 
ultra-fast laser enhancement (high quality) as given in Figure 2.1.  In the first step, 
investigation will be made on AZO nanoparticles precursor coating and printing on 
substrate. Then, ultra-fast laser enhancement of AZO nanoparticle coating will be carried 
out make sure the post treatment is capable to improve the film quality. Then, Ag 
nanowire will be printed by roll to roll printing (commercial scale) and modified by 
similar ultra-fast laser process. This nanomaterials printing is a deliberately controlled 
process to coat homogeneous thin film by low-cost, fast and flexible route. The ultra-fast 
laser enhancement performs as the post treatment to further improve the structural, 
electrical and optical properties of the nanomaterials printings. Finally, the AZO 
nanoparticles and Ag nanowires after laser treatment would possess high quality, 
providing a potential to form hybrid film, to enhance the electrical conductance with little 














CHAPTER 3. STATEMENT OF RESEARCH 
3.1. Impact of Proposed Research upon The State-of-The-Art 
The proposed ultra-fast laser enhanced printing of nanomaterials for high quality 
transparent electrode combines two approaches: (1) mass-production and printing of low-
cost nano-ink on substrates, and (2) ultra-fast laser post treatment to enhance film quality. 
Combining these two processes, the challenges of low cost and high quality of 
transparent electrode film can be met.  Success in this proposed idea is expected to 
immediate the commercial scale mass-production, given any degree of success is able to 
suggest a possible cheap or efficient TCEs manufacturing route which already attract and 
will retain the attention of industry. The specific impacts are discussed as follows.  
The precursor printing/coating is a very promising technique in thin film electronics for 
achieving both high performance and low cost. Advantages include: Low cost: the 
process does need neither high temperature nor high vacuum equipment, which lower the 
cost of manufacturing process; High quality: the stoichiometric ratio is fixed almost 
molecularly, which results in the formation of thin films with a very uniform composition; 
Efficiency and Flexibility: The printing/coating can be used to fabricate thin films on 
flexible substrate and can achieve efficient manufacturing by scaling up from lab to 
industry levels inexpensively. 
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Ultra-fast laser post treatment of nano-ink film for improving quality of thin film includes 
advantages: High speed: the frequency (50-100KHZ) of the commercial available diode 
pump solid state (DPSS) laser is much higher than the lab-used Eximer laser system 
(10HZ), which make it possible to process commercial-scale large devices like touch 
panels and solar panels; Versatility: the Ultra-fast laser beam can be directed to multiple 
targets by adjusting the light path with mirror systems. And this direct laser scanning 
process without high vacuum/high temperature is favorable on product assembling line 
over traditional post treatment like furnace annealing; selectivity: due to selective heating 
(via choice of wavelength) and a much smaller heat-affected zone, laser treatment area be 
designed precisely; and laser treatment could be applied to most functional materials 
since laser wavelength can be selected to have high absorption only by nanomaterials.  
Energy saving: due to high absorption coefficient of nano-scale materials, very low 
profile laser conditions are required to process nano-ink thin film compared with bulk 
materials; the short on/off relaxation time subject to ultra-fast laser process makes high 
temperature controlling system required by traditional furnace annealing unnecessary.   
 
3.2. Methodology and Mechanism of the Ultra-Fast Laser Enhancement AZO 
Nanoparticles 
3.2.1. Ultra-fast laser irradiation on nanoparticles 
To understand the mechanism of laser process nano-ink, we performed a Comsol 
Multiphysics
®
 simulation with a Gaussian electromagnetic wave as incident on a cross of 
nanomaterials printing. The crystallization occurring in nano-scale, laser-nanoparticle 
interaction, which is fundamentally different with bulk materials, needs to be aware of. 
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As illustrated in Figure 3.1a, two AZO nanoparticles are simulated with essential physical 
parameter impute, suspended in air and point contacted over surface, then exposed to 
laser beam with electrical field of 1 V m
-1
. Unlike bulk material, the field distribution of 
round shape nanoparticles is polarized due to plasmonic effect. The mechanism of 
plasmonic effect remains unknown, but it relates to enriched electrons and high relative 
permittivity of N-type semiconductor has been demonstrated in prior reports and our 
simulation. Polarized field distribution, magnified in Figure 3.1b, shows intensive 
electrical field enhancement near nanoparticle contacts, achieving as high as 9 V m
-1
. 
While the field strength distributes inside nanoparticles remaining in lower level as high 
as 0~1 V m
-1, indicating nanoparticle contacts form “hot spots” during laser-mater 
interaction. To further explore the heating process generated by the ‘hot spots’, the 
electromagnetic power loss density as a function of distance to nanoparticle contacts was 
plotted in Figure 3.1c. The heat generation was determined from the illumination power 
density multiplies the AZO nanoparticle absorption coefficient (imaginary part of the 
dielectric function)[36], that is,  the power loss density calculated in Comsol 
Multiphysics
®
. Heat generation decreases as distance to nanoparticle contacts increasing, 
implying the effective heat zone of initial laser scanning is constrained near contacts 
within around ±10nm. Although following heat dissipation and diffusion spread thermal 
energy all over nanoparticles, the nanoparticle contacts still desire further investigation to 






Figure 3.1. (a) Laser beam local field concentration simulated by Comsol Multiphysics® 
with a Gaussian electromagnetic wave as incident beam on neighboring AZO 
nanoparticles, suspended in air and touching each other. Gaussian beam laser was 
delivered with an electrical field of 1 V/m. Each nanowire was modeled as having a 
circular cross-section and essential physical parameters input, (b) The field distribution at 
nanoparticle contacts, (c) The field distribution and heat generation in nano-scale as a 





3.2.2. AZO nanoparticles localized welding 
To delve into the evolution of AZO nanoparticles after laser irradiation induced hot spots 
formation, Although following heat dissipation and diffusion spread thermal energy all 
over nanoparticles and neighboring ones, the nanoparticle contacts still desire further 
investigation to determine how the heat generation and diffusion influence the phase 
transformation and mass transport during macro scale crystallization. Thus, Molecular 
Dynamic Simulation was performed to simulate Laser heating on three layers of closely 
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packed AZO nanoparticles using LAMMPS[37] with periodic boundary conditions 
applied in all three dimensions. The OVITO[38] package was used for visualization. 
Firstly, the Laser heating input on these nanoparticles was set constrained in heat effect 
zone as calculated above, and then letting heat dissipation and diffusion spread all over. 
Secondly, to simulate atoms motion and mass transport between AZO nanoparticles, the 
standard Newton equations of motion were integrated in time using the velocity Verlet 
algorithm with a time step of 0.25 fs, as shown in Figure 3.2a. The interaction between 
metal and oxygen atoms was modeled using the Binks potential (i.e. rigid ion 
approximation)[39, 40]. The Binks inter-atomic potential has the form: 
                                                                                                                                                               
Eq. 3.1  
where rij is the distance between ions i and j, qi and qj are the electric charges of ion i and 
j.  A, ρ, and C are potential parameters listed in Table 3.1. On right-hand side of EQ.3.1, 
the first and second terms describe the short-range repulsive and attractive interactions, 
respectively. The additional third term represents the long-range Columbic potential, 
which invokes the particle-mesh Ewald technique[41]. The cutoff for the Columbic term 
is set to 8 angstroms. Pairwise interactions within the cutoff distance are computed 
directly; interactions outside the cutoff distance are computed in reciprocal space. 
Table 3.1 Parameters for interatomic potential of MD simulation 
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Figure 3.2b only shows one plane of AZO nanoparticles consisted of 5 particles that 
touch each other in simulation box and through periodic boundary. Each particle with 
wurtzite structure is consisted of approximately 650000 atoms and 20 nm in diameter. 
However, overall three dimensional structures is closely packed in each plane and in 
point contact for out of the plane direction, two discrete planes touch each other on the 
poles of particles. Due to the memory limitations we only represent one plane of particles 
in the picture of Figure 3.2b. Before the start of Laser heating part, equilibrium has been 
reached by running simulation in NPT ensemble for 10 ps. Laser heating has been 
applied to structure using a uniform heating all over the structure. To create hot spots, 
excessive heating has been applied over the connecting geometry of particles in a band of 
30 nm in width. An exponential function has been used to identify excessive heating as a 
function of depth inward to touching particles. The uniform heating and the maximum in 
exponential heating are both equivalent to 5.6 µeV/fs per atom, meaning the maximum 
heating rate that an atom can acquire is 11.2 µeV/fs. Also this heating rate is very high 
but it is required for MD simulation to reach the same heating input as experiment in 
acceptable computing time. Figure 3.2c and 3.2d depict the structure modification of 
AZO particles stack before and after heating, which clearly show the particles coalesce 
together and forming “patch” like contact phase after LASER PROCESSINGC. The new 
phase in state of gaps between particles, results from atom movement driven by Binks 
inter-atomic potential change during laser/heat-matter interaction. The formation of 
patch-like phases tends to connect particles, squeeze internal gaps and voids and finally 
condense loose AZO nanoparticles stack. The reducing of internal gaps and voids, which 





Figure 3.2. (a) MD simulation procedure of Laser heating on AZO nanoparticles stack 
based on nanoscale Laser-nanoparticle interaction. (b) Overall view of initial structure for 
half of the simulation box consisting of closely packed AZO particles plane through 
periodic boundary; the other half is another identical closely packed plane of particles 
with point contact between two planes. (c) Sliced plane cross front-view direction to 
observe AZO nanoparticles stack before LASER PROCESSINGC; (d) after LASER 
PROCESSINGC. 
Moreover, as demonstrated by focus-in observations of Figure 3.3a and 3.3b, the lattice 
structure formed by mass transport though contains plenty of disordering, tends to 
generate ordering alternatively arranged zinc atoms and oxygen atoms to certain extent. 
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However, rather than ordering crystal lattice, even amorphous boundary between 
particles would definitely assist electron migration comparing with inter-particle gaps 
which are usually supposed as infinite potential well only allowing electron tunneling. On 
the other hand, the amorphous boundaries allow both electron tunneling and barrier 
crossing, while the latter one is dominant and determined by the barrier height which 
finally traces back to the disordering structures and electro traps at boundaries. 
 
Figure 3.3. (a) Focus-in view of crystal structure at contacts between AZO nanoparticles 
before LASER PROCESSINGC; (b) after LASER PROCESSINGC. 
 
3.2.3. Ultra-fast laser effect on macro-film temperature evolution 
Trying to analyze the temperature history in macro-film induced by laser beam power 
loss density, COMSOL Multiphysics® was applied to simulate the laser energy 
absorption as schemed in Figure 3.4a. The electromagnetic module (EM) was used to 
simulate Laser irradiation, and the heat transfer module (HT) was used to describe the 
temperature increase in AZO nanoparticles during a single laser pulse delivery.  The 
result of one laser pulse irradiation was represented in Figure 3.4b, the temperature of 
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AZO nanoparticles increases to 800-1500K in 60ns depending on laser fluence of 120-
200 mj/cm
2
, respectively. Then the temperature of the AZO nanoparticles would be 
lowered by thermal dissipation, before subsequent Laser pulse delivery.  
 
 
Figure 3.4. (a) COMSOL multiphysics® simulation of Ultra-laser effect on AZO film, (b) 
temperature evolutionary of AZO film corresponding to different laser intensities. 
Figure 3.5 shows the top view FESEM image of the Laser scanned film, as thermal 
energy continues along multi laser pulse delivery, AZO nanoparticles tend to melt and 
merge until faceted boundaries formed and impinged with each other.  Comparing 
untreated to transition and finally treated area, it is found that the UV laser crystallized 
AZO film is more compact and continuous, implying the crystallinity of the AZO film 
has been significant enhanced [13, 29]. The good film homogeneity and crystal quality 
result from the AZO crystal growth and reductions of internal defects include inter-
crystal gaps and voids [42]. Grain boundary density was also decreased due to small 




Figure 3.5. top view SEM images of Ultra-laser processed AZO film 
 
3.2.4. Summary of Laser enhancement of AZO nanoparticles coating  
It can be seen from Figure 3.6a that the as-coated AZO films exhibit loose film structure 
with plenty of defects like voids, gaps, and grain boundaries, inhomogeneous and 
discontinuous [29, 43]. Figure 3.6b and c shows that the small grains grew to large size 
and became facetted with apparent grain boundaries when UV Laser was delivered to the 
AZO film with intensity of 173mJ/cm
2
 (optimal intensity during experiments). The small 
grains grew by melting, merging, crystallizing, and finally impinging to each other, when 
homogeneous and continuous film quality was achieved (Figure 3.6d). Apparently, large 
grains formed would lower the grain boundaries density for the same AZO film area. On 
the other hand, since the nanocrystal shape changed to facetted and impinged with each 
other, the inter grain defects like voids, gaps and discontinuity decreases, which 
originally may create energy levels in the band gap that tend to trap the free carriers and 
















Figure 3.6. Mechanism of as-coated small grains (a) grew by melting (b), merging (c), 
crystallizing and finally impinging to each other (d) 
 
 
3.3. Methodology and Mechanism of the Ultra-Fast Laser Enhancement Ag Nanowires 
3.3.1. Ultra-fast irradiation on nanowires 
To understand the consequence of laser irradiation on nanowires, we performed a Comsol 
Multiphysics
®
 simulation with a Gaussian electromagnetic wave as incident laser on a 
cross of nanowire junctions, as shown in Figure 3.7. Gaussian beam laser was delivered 
to Ag nws with an electrical field of 1 V/m, where the diameter of Ag nws was set as 40 
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nm. In the simulation, we considered a Gaussian beam illumination on Ag nws crossed at 
ninety degrees, suspended in air and touching each other. Each nanowire was modelled as 
having a circular cross-section and with essential physical parameters input. The 
simulation provided local electric field values in the crossed nanowire junctions shown in 
SF3. Local electrical field was concentrated as high as 13-14 V/m near junction area due 
to Surface Plasmon Polarization[34, 44, 45]. However, for paralleled Ag nws junctions, 
only 4.5 times enhancement subject to adjacent paralleled nanowires was observed. This 
suggests that laser welding favors the crossed nanowire junctions over paralleled ones, 
which nearly would not affect welding quality of random Ag nws film printed in this 
study since crossed junctions dominated. Additionally, it is well deserved to note that 
solely several nanometers gap is able to enhance the local electrical field and form ‘hot 
spot’, while leaving the nanowire away from the junctions remain nearly unaffected.  
 
Figure 3.7. Comsol Multiphysics® simulation of laser irradiation on crossed Ag nws: 
incident Laser beam was simulated as a Gaussian electromagnetic with an electrical field 
of 1 V/m. nanowires crossed at zero degrees (parallel to each other) and at ninety degrees, 
suspended in air and touching each other, respectively. Each nanowire was modeled as 
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having a circular cross-section with 40nm diameter and essential physical parameters 
input. The cross-section image of focus-in view indicates local electrical field distribution, 
where color legend changes from blue (minimum V/m) to red (maximum V/m). 
 
 
3.3.2. Heat Generation on localized junctions between crossed nanowires 
To further explore the heating process generated by the ‘nano heater’, the 
electromagnetic power loss density as a function of the distance to junctions and gap size 
between nanowires was plotted in Figure 5b and c. The power loss density calculated by 
Comsol Multiphysics
®
, was determined from the illumination power density multiplies 
the metal nanostructures absorption coefficient (imaginary part of the dielectric function, 
constant for mono wavelength laser)[36], that indicates, the heat generation. Figure 5b 
illustrates that the heat generation limits near AgNW junction (±5 nm), and decreases as 
distance to junctions increasing. It implies that the effective zone of LPW is constrained 
near junctions with about 5 nm variations, providing efficient junction welding without 
nanowire itself affecting. This is in good agreement with Figure 3 that the nanowire away 
from junctions remain nearly unchanged. Figure 5c illustrates that as the gap size 
between nanowires decreases, which is nanowires come closer together, the power loss 
density increases, indicating the heat generation spikes. The apparent heat generation was 
solely observed in small gaps like size lower than 5nm, but still supplying sufficient 
nano-welding for nanowire junctions usually with a gap size in 2nm due to organic 
ligands. As the gap size increases, the power loss density decrease and the heating 




Figure 3.8. (a) Laser beam local field concentration simulated by Comsol Multiphysics® 
with a Gaussian electromagnetic wave as incident beam on a cross of nanowire junctions. 
(b) The heat generation in AgNW as a function of distance to the crossed junction, 
decribed by power loss density calculated by Comsol Multiphysics®. (c) The heat 
generation in AgNW as a function of gap size between the crossed nanowire junction. 
 
3.3.3. Laser induced local welding 
With constrained heat generation around nanowire junctions, to further delve into the 
joining process and forming structure of solder point, Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
simulation was implemented. LAMMPS[37] package was used in this simulation setup. 
As shown in figure 3.9a, silver nanowires either crossed in random angels or 
perpendicularly were considered in a box with periodical boundaries in all directions. 
Firstly, NPT ensemble with pressure of 1 atm and equilibrium temperature of 300 K for 
100 ps was applied. Then, in NVE ensemble laser heating was considered as a heat 
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source focused in nanowire junctions. To fay with COMSOL simulation, heating was 
introduced as an exponential function of distance. The maximum in exponential heating 
is equivalent to 5.6 µeV/fs per atom. Laser heating has been continued for 150 ps and 
then the heating source was turned off while simulation continued for an additional 500 
ps in a NVT ensemble. For this last simulation step the Nose-Hoover thermostat has been 
weakened using a time constant equal to 1000 time steps. This is to match simulation 
with the real case where the structure cools down in air in a slower pace compared to 
laser heating phase. 
In this simulation the interactions between silver atoms has been simulated using 
EAM[47] potential extracted from prior work of Williams et al.[48]. A time step of 1 fs 
was used during the whole simulation, with OVITO[49] being utilized for visualization. 
Figures 3.9b, c and d show temperature evolution of structure after NPT run (initial state), 
just after laser heating (welding state), and at the end of simulation (cooling state), 
respectively. These figures show a XZ plane cross section view in the middle of junction 
area. From figure 3.9c, it is clear that heat generation was mainly focused near nanowire 
junctions, though heat diffusion and dissipation occurs, resulting in thermally activated 
silver atoms created in the junction. Figures 3.9e, f and g represent the result of common 
neighbor analysis (CNA)[50] for equivalent states corresponding to figures 3.9b, c and d, 
in which perfect FCC structure was marked green while other disordering structures were 
marked grey. It is interesting to observe how the structure evolved from the initial 
structure to a distorted state during welding, however by going to cooling state it 
gradually returns to ordered crystalline structure with apparent grain boundary. The 
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disordering structure formed during welding, attribute to thermally excited atoms tending 
to vibrate and resist staying in original lattice position. These excited isolated metal 
atoms possess high mobility, diffusing over nanowire junctions and enabling welding 
process[51]. While, during cooling process these activated atoms tend to follow the 
arrangement of matrix to gain the perfect FCC crystalline structure back due to Binks 
potential, though 2 layers of atoms formed boundary between different grain orientations. 
This reflects that although heated junction was distorted, the perfect crystalline structure 
would be formed due to enough spacing time between laser pulses. As well as figure 3.9h, 
i and j, structure disordering degree in lattice structure indicated by Centro-Symmetry 
parameter[52] (CNC) analysis. As shown, the CNC analysis was done on laser welded 
randomly crossed silver nanowires. The color legend on the right hand side illustrate that 
the disordering increases when color changes from blue to red. Comparing the three 
processes shown in the figures, it is clearly seen that during welding process, the silver 
atoms in both two nanowires were thermally excited tending to vibrate and resist stay in 
original position. However, in the cooling process, the energy of metal atoms decreases, 
driving the atoms reorganized to low energy structure which is crystallized and ordering 
structure. A boundary with 2 or 3 layers of atoms was formed due to unmatched lattice 




Figure 3.9. (a) Molecular Dynamic simulation setup of laser induced local welding. 
Temperature evolution was represented in cross section view (XZ plane slice) in the 
middle of crossed nanowire junctions (b) initial status, (c) welding status, and (d) cooling 
status. Nanowire FCC crystal structure evolution cross section view (XZ plane slice) in 
the middle of junctions (e) initial status, (f) welding status, and (g) cooling status. And 
nanowire ordering structure evolution cross section view (XZ plane slice) in the middle 
of junctions (h) initial status, (i) welding status, and (j) cooling status.  
However, upon perpendicular nanowire junction shown in figure 3.10a, b and c, due to 
perfectly matched lattice orientation of two crossed nanowires, metal atoms inside 
welding point recrystallize and reorder into single crystal phase (FCC) without any 
boundaries formed. CNC analysis in the figure 3.10d, e and f verify this statement as well. 
Additionally, SF2 also shows the XZ plane cross section view of local welding on 
nanowires crossed in 90 degrees and the corresponding structure in a diagonal slice in YZ 
plane. Thus, an angle-dependable recrystallization process during laser welding was 
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demonstrated, providing a guild for further research and application of aligned AgNW 
device.  
 
Figure 3.10. Perpendicular crossed nanowires CNA and CNC analysis: (a) Molecular 
Dynamic simulation setup of LPW. Temperature evolution was represented in cross 
section view (XZ plane slice) in the middle of crossed nanowire junctions (b) initial 
status, (c) welding status, and (d) cooling status. Nanowire FCC crystal structure 
evolution cross section view (XZ plane slice) in the middle of junctions (e) initial status, 
(f) welding status, and (g) cooling status. And nanowire ordering structure evolution 
cross section view (XZ plane slice) in the middle of junctions (h) initial status, (i) 
welding status, and (j) cooling status. 
 
3.3.4. Summary of laser induced local welding of nanowires 
The local welding effect of nanowires was characterized by means of plane-view 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In figure 3.11, it shows plan view SEM images 
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collected before welding and after different exposure times, respectively. Before welding, 
individual nanowires all over the image were clearly distinct throughout the junctions. 
However, the nanowire to nanowire junctions subject to after laser exposure get started 
welding, which is indicated by contrast change at the forming solder point. Apparently, 
the junctions welded together completely, is demonstrated by the solder point formed. 
 
Figure 3.11. (a) randomly crossed Ag nanowire network before laser welding; (b) 














CHAPTER 4. CHARACTERIZATIONS 
4.1. Scanning electron microscope 
Scanning Electron microscopy (SEM): sample surface morphology before and after laser 
modification is characterized by SEM (Hitachi S-4800 Field Emission SEM) for 2-D 
images (Hitachi S-4800 Field Emission SEM).  
 
4.2. Transmitted electron microscope 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an imaging technique whereby a beam of 
high energy electrons passes through a thin specimen.  TEM contains two widely used 
modes for the specimen observation: the image mode and the diffraction mode (as shown 
in Figure 4.1).  In the image mode, the scattered beams with elastically scattered 
electrons, combined with the transmitted beam, are projected on the fluorescent screen.  
By blocking the scattered beams with the objective aperture, the bright field (BF) images 
with high contrast could be obtained.  On the other hand, dark field (DF) images, with 
only diffracted electrons could be obtained by blocking the transmitted beam.  In the 





Figure 4.1 Two mode for specimen observation of TEM: (a) diffraction mode; (b) image 
mode. 
In this research, TEM (FEI-Tecnai TEM and FEI-Titan TEM, operated at 200 kV and 
300 kV, respectively) were used to characterize the microstructures after processing. 
During TEM operation, the Gatan imaging filter (GIF) was utilized to exclude the 
inelastic scattered part to improve the quality of diffraction patterns and observe the weak 
diffraction spots originating from precipitates. 
 
4.3. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) provides information about the element and 
chemical composition of a substrate. The AXIS ULTRA DLD incorporates quantitative 
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real-time parallel XPS imaging with a lateral resolution of 5 μm. The system integrates 
Monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) and Ag Lα (2984.3 eV) anodes, non-monochromatic 
dual anode X-ray gun with Al Kα (1486.6 eV) and Mg Kα (1253.6 eV), which were used 
to characterize the chemical bonding of film before and after laser process. 
 
4.4. Optical transmittance 
In Figure 4.2, the diffusive transmittance was measured by Lambda 950 with an 
integrating sphere to integrate all forward light including both specular transmitted and 
scattered transmitted. The specular transmittance indicates the light comes out of the 
sample parallel to the incident light.  The difference between the diffusive and specular 
transmittance is utilized to investigate the light scattering which is also called HAZE[23, 
53], which might trigger problematic in flat panel displays and touch screens applications. 




Figure 4.2. (a) Lamda 950 optical transmittance measurement, (b) The difference 
between diffusive transmittance and specular transmittance. 
 
4.5. Electrical measurements 
In Figure 4.3, the sheet resistance of thin film in current study was measured by 4 points 
method. A current is passed through the outer probes and induces a voltage in the inner 
voltage probes. Using the voltage and current readings from the probe, equation (1) 









                                                        Eq 4.1 
However, it need to be aware of that this equation works when the film thickness less 
than half the probe spacings (t < s/2)[55]. In current series sample measurements, the 
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nanomaterial stacks are less than 2 μm thick, which is far smaller comparint to Jandel 
four points probe spacings (500 μm). If adding a magnetic field, the hall mobility and 
carrier concentration also could be calculated according to Hall Effect. 
 
Figure 4.3 Thin film electrical properties measurement via four points method. 
 
4.6. Summary of the chapter 
In this chapter, the materials characterization techniques used in this research are 








CHAPTER 5. LASER ENHANCED AZO COATING 
5.1. The case of high vacuum deposited AZO film 
5.1.1. Introduction 
Al doped ZnO (AZO) is currently under intense investigation and development to replace indium 
tin oxide (ITO) as a transparent conductive coating. AZO thin films exhibit high electro-optical 
quality, sufficient material availability, environmental benefits, and low cost to manufacture[43, 
56, 57]. Meanwhile, the good electro-optical properties and reliability of AZO films lead to wide 
applications in display windows[30], thin film solar cells[16] and optoelectronic devices[33] such 
as transparent thin film transistors. Various deposition techniques are applied to fabricate AZO 
films, such as sputtering, evaporation, chemical vapor deposition, spray pyrolysis, cathodic arc 
deposition, atomic layer deposition (ALD) and pulsed laser deposition (PLD)[17, 18, 58-60], 
mainly operating at elevated temperatures. There are some reports of depositing AZO by low 
temperature PLD[61-63] for optical devices, but poor optoelectronic properties were obtained. On 
one hand, because extended defects like grain boundaries and inter-grain voids play an important 
role in the electrical properties of AZO films[13]. For instance, these defects may create energy 
levels in the band gap (traps) that tend to decrease the carrier lifetime so as to decrease the electro 
mobility[14]. In order to reduce the drawback effect of these defects, post-deposition annealing is 
utilized to enhance the electrical stability of the AZO film. The enhancement results from 
alleviating accumulated strain energy and improving crystallinity[64]. However, annealing might 
cause lower conductivity because of the ionization of oxygen vacancies and the oxidation of 
aluminum[65]. On the other hand, increasing the optical transparency in the red/IR range can be 
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achieved by reducing the carrier concentration; however, this is usually associated with the 
expense of conductivity[15]. Thus, high carrier mobility and low carrier concentration are desired 
for simultaneously outstanding conductivity and transparency. Some methods are now being 
developed to relax this conductivity/transparency trade-off by increasing the carrier mobility[15, 
66]. In this section, AZO films were deposited on sapphire substrates by room temperature PLD. 
Then low temperature annealing and UV laser crystallization (UVL) were combined to achieve 
high carrier mobility for improving the conductivity and transmittance, aiming to relax 
conductivity/transparency trade-off.   
 
5.1.2. AZO film deposition and laser processing 
5.1.2.i. Pulsed laser deposition 
The AZO film coating were carried out via room temperature pulsed laser deposition 
(PLD). Before deposition, a 50.4 mm diameter, 0.33 mm thick, (0001) orientation 
sapphire substrate was cleaned by acetone, methanol, and DI water in an ultrasonic 
cleaner for 5 minutes each, sequentially. Then the sapphire substrate was put into a high 
vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 4.0  10-6 Torr. In this chamber ZnO (99.99%) 
and 2% Al2O3-doped zinc oxide (AZO) targets with 50 mm diameters were ablated by a 
KrF excimer laser (λ of 248 nm with τ of 25 ns). The target-substrate distance was fixed 
at 80 mm. Targets and substrates rotated at 7 and 5 RPM, respectively. A 50nm thick i-
ZnO film was deposited on the sapphire substrate at laser fluence of 1.5 J/cm
2
, repetition 
rate (RR) of 10 Hz for 20 minutes, and then 200nm thick Al-ZnO was deposited at laser 
fluence of 0.5 J/cm
2
, RR of 5Hz for 90 minutes. Finally a 250nm thick AZO film was 
deposited at laser fluence of 0.5 J/cm
2
, RR of 5 Hz for 90 minutes. O2 pressure was set to 
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be 150 and 1 mTorr for i-ZnO and AZO films, respectively. Figure 5.1 represents the FE-
SEM surface morphology of the AZO film as-deposited by PLD, contains inter-grain 
defects like voids, gaps, and grain boundaries, exhibiting inhomogeneity and discontinuity[29, 
43]. The investigation of grain size is also characterized by observing grain size distribution as 




Figure 5.1. SEM images of as deposited AZO film by PLD. The inset is the grain size 
distribution histogram. 
 
5.1.2.ii. UV Laser processing  
Then, as-deposited samples were transferred into a 10mTorr vacuum chamber for UV 
Laser treatment. The laser was used with RR of 10 Hz and laser beam shaped to a square, 
top-hat profile (8x8 mm). The sample was placed on a motorized hotplate stage (kept at 
500K) which enabled translations along both X and Y-axes as shown in Figure 5.2a. 
Laser fluence applied ranged from 120 to 200mJ/cm
2
 with exposure time 2.5 to 5μs. 
After Treaement, field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and X-ray 
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diffraction pattern (XRD) were used to observe the film morphology and crystallinity. 
Electrical resistivity, carrier mobility and carrier concentration were measured by the Hall 
Effect with the Van der Pauw method. Optical transmittance was measured by 
ultraviolet-visible-IR spectrometer. Optoelectronic measurements would be discussed in 
next few parts. 
Figure 5.2b, c and d show the plane-view FESEM surface morphology of the AZO film as-
deposited by PLD, and processed by UV laser (120mJ/cm
2 
and 160mJ/cm
2) for 5μs exposure time. 
It can be seen in Figure 5.2b that the as-deposited AZO film contains inter-grain defects like 
voids, gaps, and grain boundaries, exhibiting inhomogeneity and discontinuity[29, 43]. 
Comparing to Figure 5.2c, when laser is applied to AZO film with fluence of 120mJ/cm
2
 for 5μs, 
facetted grains are getting to form and impinge with each other, achieving compact and 
continuous surface, suggesting film quality and crystallinity have been significantly improved[13, 
29]. Figure 5.2c subject to UV laser with higher fluence of 160mJ/cm
2
 for 5μs exposure shows 
similar surface morphology such as good film homogeneity and surface flatness. Whereas, the 
facetted grains with boundaries become more apparent, since more thermal energy is delivered 




Figure 5.2. (a) laser processing set up, (b) As-deposited AZO film by PLD, and AZO film 
processed by laser processing (at 500K): (c) 120mJ/cm2, 5μs, (d) 160mJ/cm2, 5 μs. 
 
5.1.3. Microstructure change after laser processing 
5.1.3.i. Grain growth induced by laser crystallization 
Not only grain shape change but also grain growth is detected. The investigation of grain 
growth is carried out by observing grain size distribution as shown in figure 5.3. It can be 
observed that higher laser fluence results in better grain growth. In most of the cases 
grain size distribution is bimodal. There is a swift transition of smaller grains into larger 
grains dominant. On the other hand, at laser fluence higher than the optimum threshold 
(160mJ/cm
2
) window though, there is a clear-cut grain growth as compared to the as-
deposited film. Film lack long range crystalline order, as higher laser fluence like 
200mJ/cm
2
 causes ablation of material[42, 67] , that is, laser evaporated material would 
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redeposit back on the surface but no crystallization energy is available for them, so that 
resultant surface would lack crystallinity. 
 
Figure 5.3. (a) Grain size distribution of As-deposited AZO film by PLD; and grain size 
distribution of AZO film processed by LASER PROCESSING (at 500K): (b) 120mJ/cm2, 
5μs; (c) 160mJ/cm2, 5 μs. 
 
5.1.3.ii. AZO film crystallinity enhancement 
The crystallinity improvement of polycrystalline AZO film processed by laser was 
confirmed by XRD patterns, which were collected and analyzed as shown in Figure 5.4a 




 correspond to 
(0002) peak of hexagonal wurtzite structure AZO and (0006) peak of sapphire, 
respectively [17, 68, 69]. It is well known that (0002) is the dominant orientation in Al 
doped ZnO films grown by various methods including PLD, sputtering, and CVD[43, 61]. 
No characteristic peaks of metallic Zn, Al, or ZnAlO4 were detected, indicating that the 
films have highly crystalline structure with a c-axis preferred out-of-plane orientation. 
After laser processing, AZO (0002) peak was found to become stronger and stronger 
associated with laser fluence increase from 0 to 120mJ/cm
2





stronger peaks attribute to the crystallinity enhancement including a larger grain size and 
preferable orientation, i.e. low misalignment or tilt along the c-axis. However, laser 
fluence of 200mJ/cm
2
 is too high, which lowers the XRD peak height, implying degraded 
crystallinity. And the well-known Debye-Scherrer Formula was utilized to calculate 
crystal sizes from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the XRD patterns as 
presented in the right column of Table 5.1. The average crystal size of AZO film 
increased from 25 to 32.4nm when a laser fluence of 160mJ/cm
2
 and 5 µs exposure is 
applied. However, the clear-cut crystal size decrease was detected in fluence of 
200mJ/cm
2
, which is not desired.  
 
Figure 5.4. a) θ-2θ XRD patterns of AZO films as-deposited by PLD and processed by 






at 500K, respectively. 
The AZO films have a preferred (0002) out-of-plane orientation on the c-plane sapphire 
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substrate. b) Thermal strain introduced by LASER PROCESSING. AZO (0002) peak of 
the crystallized samples show 0.1
o
 high angle shift. 
Furthermore, a 0.1
o
 shift to higher angle of AZO (0002) peak was detected in processed 
samples as shown in Figure 5.4b and Table 5.1. This upshift indicates the lattice 





 [70, 71] . For 2% Al doped ZnO film in this work, the Al
3+
 
has a smaller radius (~0.05nm) than Zn
2+
 (~0.074nm), thus leading to a decrease in the 
lattice constant[70]. The smaller radius of the Al
3+
 brings about higher ion mobility, 
which drives the Al
3+
 more likely getting across the crystal boundary than Zn
2+
 in laser 
processing and resulting in a better crystalline orientation at AZO (0002) peak. Therefore, 




 is enhanced, causing the crystallinity 
enhancement and the lattice constant decrease which are shown as AZO (0002) peak 
strengthening and upshifting in 5.4a and b. 
Table 5.1. Peak Position, Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of XRD AZO (0002) 







5.1.4. Performance characterization and discussion  
5.1.4.i. Electrical conductance characterization 
Due to crystallinity improvement after laser processing, an enhanced electrical 
conductance was expected. Hall Effect measurements were carried out to investigate the 
resistivity, mobility, and carrier concentrations each for 3 times, whose mean are shown 
in Table 5.2. The resistivity of as-deposited by PLD was measured to be 1.68×10
-3
 Ω-cm, 
but decreased to 9.90×10
-4
 Ω-cm after optimized laser processing (160mJ/cm2, 5µs) 
exposure at 500K. This reveals laser processing coalescences a few small crystals into 
larger ones and reorganizes the facetted grains into a compact and homogenous film 
which decreases the internal defects density that influences polycrystalline AZO film 
conductance [19, 29, 43, 65].  
Table 5.2. Electrical Properties of n-type AZO films as-deposited and processed by laser 
 
To understand the conductance enhanced by laser processing, Hall mobility and carrier 
concentration of AZO films subject to as-deposited and processed by optimized fluence 
(160mJ/cm
2) with 2.5 μs and 5 μs exposure are analyzed. It is found Hall mobility 
increases from 6.7 to 19.5 and 79 cm
2/Vs after 2.5 μs and 5 μs exposure. While the 









Carrier concentration decrease is caused by un-equilibrium and low-oxygen laser 
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processing process that produces zinc vacancies that then capture excited electrons from 
the Al dopant and thus lower the carrier density[72]. However, polycrystalline Hall 
mobility μhall depends on intragrain mobility μi or grain boundary mobility μg, usually 
dominated by ionized impurity scattering or grain boundary scattering, according to 
different carrier concentrations[15, 19, 20, 73]. Equation 5.1 shows the relationship, 










                                                              Eq 5.1 




), it is generally agreed that 
mobility is dominated by ion impurity scattering, explaining that Hall mobility increase 
from 6.7 to 19.5 cm
2
/Vs mainly due to carrier concentration decrease that diminishes ion 





) after laser processing, the dominant factor is grain boundary scattering, 
which depending on grain boundary density and energy potential barrier (𝛷𝐵) at grain 
boundaries[20, 74]. To describe μg, Seto and Baccarani [75, 76] extend Petriz model [77] 











)                         Eq5.2 
where L is the grain size, Nt is the electron trap density at grain boundaries, Neff is the free 
electron concentration, 𝑚∗  is the electron effective mass,  𝜀𝜖0 is the static dielectric 
constant and e is the elementary charge. After laser processing, grain size L is enlarged, 
with an increase factor of ~2 times according to Figure 5.3 histograms, which does not 
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match the significant mobility increase from 6.7 to 79 cm
2
/Vs. Thus, electron trap density 
Nt should have been lowered to achieve high mobility. It is well known extended defects 
like inter-grain voids, gaps and grain boundaries might form electro traps at grain 
boundaries[13].  laser processing forms facetted grains that impinge with each other to 
achieve compact structure, significantly lowering the internal defect density and 
contributing to electron trap density decrease. In addition, prior reports[15, 21] also state 
that UV light exposure is capable to desorb oxygen species at grain boundaries, which 
help decrease electron trap density as well. Both enlarged grain size and decreased 
electron trap density contribute to Hall mobility enhancement at low carrier concentration.  
To demonstrate the performance boost by laser processing, electrical property of 
processed AZO film (red curve) is compared with prior advancements[78-86], as shown 
in Figure 5.5, that is, electron mobility vs. free electron concentration data for AZO thin 
films deposited by different research groups. It is well known as free carrier 




 in polycrystalline AZO films, the traps 
between grains can be partially or completely filled, reducing the barrier height and width, 
and thereby increasing Hall mobility. However, for relative low carrier concentration, 
grain boundary scattering modification would play dominant role in Hall mobility 




 is fixed, laser processed AZO film 
obtains higher carrier mobility than previous reports, indicating diminishing grain 
boundary barrier or decreasing grain boundary density. Additionally, grain boundary 
density also could be affected by film thickness which would further influence the carrier 
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mobility [15]. Considering the 200nm thick film in our work is thinner than prior 
advancements, laser processing has potential to achieve even higher hall mobility.    
 
Figure 5.5. Electron mobility vs. electron concentration for AZO films as-deposited by 
PLD and processed by UVL, comparing with nine research groups. The red curve shows 
current work, the other marked points and curves represent high mobility AZO films 
fabricated by other research groups. The diagonal dashed lines show constant 
conductivity on a log-log scale. 
 
5.1.4.ii. Optical transmittance  
It has been proven that high Hall mobility is necessary for relaxing the 
conductivity/transparency trade-off, that is, increasing the transparency in the red/IR 
range can be readily achieved by reducing the impurity doping level, whereas, without 
expense of conductivity[15]. High Hall mobility help perform satisfied electrical 
conductance even at low impurity doping level. The transmittance spectra of processed 
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samples on sapphire were collected to compare with as-deposited ones as shown in 
Figure 5.6. As observed, the transmittance of as-deposited film decreases in the near IR 
region (750-1500 nm) because of increasing reflectance and free carrier absorption[87]. 
While, laser processing dramatically enhances the Red/IR transmittance in the 
wavelength range of 750-1500 nm for processed samples as shown in Figure 5.6a. The 
enhanced Red/IR transmittance attributes to decreasing reflectance and free carrier 
absorption, resulting from improved film flatness and diminished carrier 
concentration[88]. The laser beam with all three fluences shows the capability to boost up 
Red/IR (700-1500nm) transmittance. Among which, the electrically optimal condition 
with fluence of 160mJ/cm
2
 achieves the strongest enhancement in IR transmittance: over 
21% average transmittance increase in the wavelength range 900-1500nm, subject to 
significantly decreased carrier concentration. In order to further demonstrate the 
feasibility of optimally processed sample as an infrared transparent conductor for 
windows and optoelectronic devices, Mid-IR transmittance measurements from 350-
8000nm were conducted as shown in Figure 5.6b. It is found that in the near IR (NIR) to 
mid wave IR (MWIR) region (900-5000nm), the average transmittance increase of 36% 
is achieved under 160mj/cm
2
, implying a decreased internal defects level and reduced 
free carriers[88]. This transparency improvements are associated with decreased carrier 
concentration, but increased Hall mobility, thus slightly decreased sheet resistance (from 
67Ω/sq to 40 Ω/sq), without any expense of conductance, which relaxes the 
conductivity/trenchancy trade-off[15]. And considering light absorption of sapphire, the 
sole AZO film of current series of samples can achieve even higher transparency, which 
is comparable or higher, as compared with previous literatures[87-91].  
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However, too high fluence like 200mJ/cm
2
 reduced the film conductance back to a low 
level (Figure 5.6b), demonstrating that extra thermal energy beyond optimal fluence 
degrades the film quality, though the Mid-IR transmittance is dramatically increased over 
60% to 6000nm wavelength (grey curve in Figure 5.6b) due to intensively decreased 
carrier concentration. In short, optical interference effects in these thin films change the 
transmittance at shorter wavelengths.  As shown in Figure 5.6a, the transmittance 
minimum shifted from 78.2% at 490 nm to 76.5% at 590 nm because the film became 
denser with fewer voids after laser processing.  One the other hand, the shift to a longer 
wavelength and the greater difference between the peak and valley transmittance in the 
processed film indicate the higher index of refraction and lower free carrier absorption 
than the as-deposited film.  The peak transmittance is equal to that of the sapphire 
substrate indicating very low absorption loss for 450 <  < 1100 nm in the laser 
processed samples. 
 
Figure 5.6 (a) Effect of laser crystallization conditions on UV to near IR transmittance 
spectra of AZO films; (b) UV to mid wave IR transmittance spectra of uncoated sapphire 
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substrate and AZO films deposited by room temperature PLD (RS = ~67 Ω/square) and 
processed by UVL (RS = ~40 Ω/square and ~7500 Ω/square). 
 
5.1.5. Summary of this section 
In sum, transparent and conductive AZO films were deposited by room temperature PLD 
and processed by UV laser. This laser processing technique is able to produce AZO films 
with high Hall mobility of 79 cm
2





relaxing conductivity/transparency trade-off. The near to mid IR range transmittance 
from 900-5000 nm of this UVL processed AZO film (RS = 40 ohms/square) was 
dramatically enhanced, around 36% higher than as-deposited AZO (RS = 67 
ohms/square).  
 
5.2. UV Laser Crystallization of Solution Based AZO Nanoparticles Ink 
5.2.1. Introduction 
AZO is currently under fast development and extensive application to replace indium tin oxide 
(ITO) as TCO film[27], though latter one is the standard compound for most devices performing 
best optoelectronic property[21]. Since it is crucial that AZO ensure a sustainable supply of the 
earth abundant and cost-effective alternatives. This is reflected in predicted markets of $925 
million in 2016 for alternative TCOs[28]. Meanwhile, AZO thin films also exhibit impressive and 
reliable optoelectronic performance and environmental benign[21, 29], leading to wide 
installment in smart windows[21, 30], screen displays, photovoltaic cells[31, 32], and other 
optoelectronic devices[33]. Various deposition techniques are investigated to prepare high quality 
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AZO film with resistivity of 10
-3
 Ω cm and visible transmittance over 85%, such as DC 
sputtering[16], pulsed laser deposition (PLD)[17], Atomic layer deposition (ALD)[18] and 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD)[15]. However, these high vacuum methods are accompanied 
with key issues like instrumental complexity, high investment costs and limits scalability[21], 
thus there is an ever-increasing  demand to develop low cost non-vacuum deposition, especially 
for cutting edge flexible printing electronics. In this scheme, interest in solution based 
coating/printing and post treatment has been centered in breakthrough in the low profile 
fabrications.  However, to the author’s knowledge, AZO film with high electrical conductivity 
(~1000 S cm
-1
) with transparency over 85-90% (T@550nm) on the basis of  non-vacuum 
deposition  has not been succeed yet. 
In principal, AZO thin films drew incredible attention due to significant advantages such as 
chemical stability in reducing environments and moreover the stabilized electrical property by 
aluminum dopant, which brought free charge carriers and simultaneously impede the 
chemisorption of oxygen at surface and grain boundaries[26]. However, since these 
polycrystalline AZO thin film coatings contain extended defects like inter-grain voids, gaps and 
grain boundaries, serving as electro traps at grain boundaries being detrimental to overall 
optoelectronic performance[13]. For instance, these defects tend to bring free carrier scattering 
centers and decrease the carrier lifetime so as to drawback the carrier mobility, resulting in low 
electrical conductivity[14]. Although electrical conductivity can be enhanced by increasing 
impurity doping level, this is usually compensated at the expense of red/IR transparency[15]. 
Thus, carrier scattering center minimization, in low impurity doping level with low carrier 
concentration, become critical to optimize carrier mobility and achieve satisfied electrical 
conductivity, without any compromise on transparency.  
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In this section, the method of mediating aqueous solution grows and post UVLC was built to 
overcome the bottleneck. The AZO precursor paste was painted onto the Cole-Parmer glass and 
followed by UV Laser exposure to minimized the extended defects and improve the 
optoelectronic performance as shown in Figure 1a. Nevertheless, in contrast with interests 
focusing on the crystallization process itself, reports on the crystallization mechanism is rare and 
only little attention has been paid to the basic physical model. Herein, these key issues are tackled 
and physical model is built, which could apply to other N type oxide semiconductor oxide film 
thermal treatment. 
 
5.2.2. Film preparation and laser processing 
5.2.2.i. Solution Based AZO Nanoparticles Ink Fabrication 
In this part, the laser processing, with confirmed capability to enhance AZO film quality, 
was investigated to low cost aqueous solution fabricated AZO coatings. In order to 
fabricate AZO thin film, the precursor solution consisted of semiconductor grade ethanol 
in which 0.4M of zinc acetate dihydrate [Zn(CH3COO)2•2H2O] was dissolved. 
Aluminum nitrate hexahydrate [Al(NO3)3•6H2O] was dissolved in an amount to yield 2% 
Al in relation to Zn. Diethanolamine [NH(CH2CH2OH)2, DEA] was added at 1M ratio to 
the zinc acetate. The solution was heated to approximately 75°C and stirred for 2 hours 
and allowed to cool to room temperature. The possible chemical reaction is shown below. 














                        
 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 75°𝐶
475°𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
 AZO precursor   
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Then, soda lime glass slides were used as substrates for precursor coating. The slides 
were sectioned into pieces each with approximately 2.5 cm
2
 area. These pieces were then 
cleaned with deionized water and isopropanol and dried using an air gun with purified air. 
These substrates, one at a time, were then loaded into a Laurell WS-650 spin coater with 
an automatic dispenser unit. The precursor solution was dispensed onto each substrate 8 
successive times with the substrate spinning at 500 rpm for dispensation and then 3000 
rpm for drying. After each layer dispensed, it was evaporated and annealed on a hot plate 
at approximately 475°C to convert each precursor layer to AZO.  After all 8 layers 
achieved, the substrates were placed in a tube furnace and heated in argon with 2% 
hydrogen gas for 2 hours. The process map of the nanoparticles fabrication and coating is 




Figure 5.7. Process map of sol-gel AZO nanoparticles ink fabrication and coating 
 
5.2.2.ii. Low cost AZO film coating 
Not only sol gel AZO precursor but also AZO nanoparticles (commercial) are used to 
fabricate the low-cost AZO thin film. Spin coated layers were deposited on soda lime 
glass by two methods. The first method used typical Sol Gel chemical precursors (run#12 
and 14) as found in the literature[92], while the second method involved spin coating 
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AZO nanoparticles dispersed in an appropriate solution (run #13). After precursor coating, 
the substrate were heated to evaporate the solvent and/or liquid dispersant and the Sol Gel 
layers were additionally heated to convert the remaining solid precursors after 
evaporation to AZO.  A layer thickness of 300-400 nanometers was deemed optimal in 
order to investigate the effects of laser crystallization on the aqueous solution fabricated 
AZO layers.  A ~ 2% Al:Zn molar ratio was used for the Sol Gel layers and the AZO 
nanoparticles had 2% Al2O3 by weight which also equates to ~ 2% molar ratio. Figure 5.8 
shows the morphology of Sol Gel layers versus AZO nanoparticle layers coated on glass 
substrate.   
 
Figure 5.8. SEM top view of Spin coated AZO layers: a. Sol Gel layer b. Nanoparticle 
layer 
As is clearly evident the Sol Gel films are denser, more uniform, and have smaller 
average grain size. This is further evidenced with cross section SEM images comparing 
Sol Gel samples (Figure 5.9).  The UV laser crystallization performance of each layer 




Figure 5.9. SEM cross-section view of Spin coated AZO layers: a. Sol Gel layer b. 
Nanoparticle layer 
 
5.2.2.iii. AZO coating quality Characterization 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed and shown in Figure 5.10 on both the Sol Gel 
layers (run#12 and 14) and nanoparticle layers (run#13) to confirm that the zinc oxide 
wurzite hexagonal phase was formed and to give a further indication of the morphology 
of the layers.  XRD for both the Sol Gel layers and the nanoparticle layers shows 
predominate (100), (002), (101) peaks indicating a random grain orientation, but what is 
also clearly seen is that the Sol Gel layers have a higher (002) peak indicating a more 
pronounced orientation in the c-axis than the nanoparticle films.    
 
Figure 5.10. XRD of AZO film fabricated via spin coating of aqueous solution precusurs.  
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Mobility and Sheet resistance from several samples from each run number was performed 
by room temperature Hall Effect and listed in Table 5.3. The mobility and sheet 
resistance is typical of spin coated layers on soda lime glass substrates seen in the 
literature. The mobility and resistivity of untreated spin coated and other printed AZO or 
ITO films is typically 10X and 50X lower, respectively, than what is required for 
transparent conducting films for the touch panel market.  
Table 5.3. Room temperature Hall measurement of spin coated precursor layers 





1.36 2.14 1.66 2.06 3.94 2.07 0.908 2.34 1.32 
SR 
(ohms/square) 
2109 1643 1917 1762 931 1421 1101 1159 1824 
 
5.2.2.iv. AZO coating laser processing 
In order to evaluate the effect of the UV Laser processing on AZO films, surface 
modification was observed by the top view FESEM images, before and after UV Laser 
processing, as shown in Figure 5.11.  Figure 5.11a and c shows the plane-view FESEM 
images of the AZO film (sol gel layer and nanoparticle layer) before UV Laser 
crystallization, while (b) and (d) shows the sample after treatment, respectively.  
It can be seen from Figure 5.11a and c that the as-coated AZO films ((a): sol-gel layer; 
(c): nanoparticle layer) exhibit loose film structure with plenty of defects like voids, gaps, 
and grain boundaries, inhomogeneous and discontinuous [29, 43]. However, the small 
grains grew to large size and became facetted with apparent grain boundaries when UV 
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Laser was delivered to the AZO film with intensity of 172mJ/cm
2
. The small grains grew 
by melting, merging, crystallizing, and finally impinging to each other, when 
homogeneous and continuous film quality was achieved, these processes were also 
discussed in the section 3.2.4. Apparently, large grains formed would lower the grain 
boundaries density for the same AZO film area. On the other hand, since the nanocrystal 
shape changed to facetted and impinged with each other, the inter grain defects like voids, 
gaps and discontinuity decreases, which originally may create energy levels in the band 
gap that tend to trap the free carriers and decrease their lifetime, causing high film 
resistivity [14]. Both lower grain boundary density and less grain boundary traps are able 
to boost the grain boundary mobility which contribute to and could be dominant for 
polycrystalline AZO thin film mobility [15, 19, 20]. Although the plane-view images 
show significant improvement of AZO crystallinity, cross-section images should be taken 
to investigate the film crystallization depth which will be shown in next section.  
 
Figure 5.11. SEM plane view of Spin coated AZO layers before and after UV laser 
crystallization: a. Sol Gel layer; b. Sol Gel layer after UV laser crystallization; c. 
Nanoparticle layer; d. Nanoparticle layer after UV laser crystallization.  
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5.2.3. Microstructure change after laser processing 
5.2.3.i. Grain growth and size distribution 
The grain growth was further investigated after laser processing as shown in the Figure 
5.12 grain size distribution histogram. In most of the cases grain size distribution is 
bimodal. There is a swift transition of smaller grains into larger grains dominant. 
Comparing spin coated sol gel layer before UV laser processing to afterwards, the grain 
size range switch from 25-75nm to 50-100 nm. The average grain size increased up to 
1.5-2 times. On the other hand, for the nanoparticle layer before UV laser processing, a 
wide distributed grain size was obtained like dumbbell, that is, ranged 40-80nm and 110-
150nm, implying a more inhomogeneous film comparing to sol gel layer. While 
afterwards (Figure 5.12d), a uniformly distributed grain size was achieved, ranged 60-140 
nm and centered at 100nm. The average grain size increased also up to 1.5-2 times. These 
increased grain size and uniformed size distribution both contributed to the grain 
boundary density decrease as discussed above.    
 
Figure 5.12. The grain size distribution histograms of AZO film: (a) sol gel fabricated 
AZO film before laser processing: (b) after laser process. (c) commercial nanoparticles 
coated AZO film before laser processing: (d) after laser process. 
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5.2.3.ii. AZO polycrystalline film grain growth thorough depth 
Although the plane-view images show significant improvement of AZO crystallinity, 
cross-section images should be taken to investigate the film crystallization depth. As 
presented in Figure 5.13a and c, the 350nm thick AZO films were coated with sol gel 
layer and nanoparticle layer, respectively. While after UV laser treatment (172mj/cm
2
) 
shown as Figure 5.13b and d, it was found that only top layer (around 150nm thick) of 
the AZO film was complete melted and crystallized. The bottom layer started to 
crystallize because of the thermal dissipation, but not completely. 
 
Figure 5.13. SEM cross-section view of spin coated AZO layers before and after UV 
laser processing: a. Sol Gel layer; b. Sol Gel layer after process; c. Nanoparticle layer; d. 
Nanoparticle layer after process.  
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The thickness of crystallized layer related with laser penetration depth and film 
absorption coefficient. With high film absorption coefficient to incident laser beam, the 
penetration depth will be low because of intensive energy conversion on the top layer. In 
this preliminary study, the penetration depth is around 150nm form AZO precursor layer, 
because of top layer absorption and particle scattering. However, the AZO film applied to 
touch panel displays or thin film solar cells window layers usually requires 200-300nm 
thick, which can be achieved by layer by layer laser processing combined with cutting 
edge printing techniques.  
 
5.2.4. Performance characterization and discussion 
5.2.4.i. Electrical conductance Improvement 
Figure 5.14 shows the change in electrical properties of UV Laser crystallized AZO films 
(sol gel layer) with intensity of 172mJ/cm
2
, which is optimal condition in this study, 
detected by Hall Effect Measurement. After UV Laser treatment, a strong decrease in 
sheet resistance Rs and resistivity ρhall is measured for all Laser conditions. Rs decreases 
from 1.5 KΩ/sq to 217, 179 and 153 Ω/sq, respectively when 50, 100 and 150 pulses 
were delivered to AZO film with intensity of 172mj/cm
2. ρhall decreases from 2.28×10
-2 
Ωcm to 3.26×10-3, 2.69×10-3, 2.30×10-3 Ωcm in the same way. Both of them imply the 
electrical conductivity has been significant improved with a factor of 10 times after UV 
Laser treatment. To further investigate the electrical conductivity enhancement, carrier 
concentration and carrier mobility of the untreated and processed films are plotted in 
Figure 5.14. It is can be seen that the conductivity enhancement is associate with a large 







. The mobility has been increased over 8 times after UV 
Laser treatment for the sol-gel paste fabricated AZO thin film. Under optimal Laser 
condition of 172 mj/cm
2
 and 150 pulses, the solution based AZO thin film reach 






, simultaneously keeping a high carrier 




, and finally leading to resistivity as low as 2.30×10
-3
 
Ωcm that has not been succeed before to the author’s knowledge.  Since carrier 









UV Laser treatment, which could enhance conductivity by a factor of 1.25. This leave a 
conductivity enhancement factor of 8 by carrier mobility increase as mentioned 
above[15].  
 
Figure 5.14. The electrical conductance of polycrystalline AZO film enhanced by laser 
processing: pulse number dependence of Hall measurement with optimal laser intensity 
of 172 mJ cm
-2
. 
According to Delahoy et al. [20], free carrier mobility μhall of polycrystalline AZO film 
would be determined by four principal scattering process include ionized impurity 
scattering μi, lattice vibration scattering μl, grain boundary scattering μg and neutral 
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impurity scattering μn, as presented in equation 5.3. While the lattice vibration scattering 
μl could be neglected at room temperature and neutral impurity scattering μn is also 
negligible since the amount of neutral impurity scattering centers is much less than that of 
ionized impurity [73]. So the free carrier mobility is mainly determined by ionized 















                                                       Eq5.3 
Referring to equation 5.1 and [15, 19, 20, 93], in the polycrystalline conductive film like 
AZO, the hall mobility depends on intragrain mobility μi usually dominated by ionized 
impurity scattering at room-temperature and grain boundaries mobility μg usually 
determined by grain boundary density and the electron scattering intensity at grain 









), it is generally agreed that mobility is dominated by grain-boundary 
scattering [20, 74], which means the hall mobility of the as-coated and processed AZO 
film is determined by the value of grain boundary mobility 𝜇𝑔 according to equation 5.1 











) calculated by Brooks-Herring-Dingle model [20, 74]. 
However, taking into account of the combined effect, the vast carrier mobility increase in 
figure 5.14 after UV Laser processing results from the polycrystalline film grain 











5.2.4.ii. The decrease of electro trap density at grain boundaries 
To analyze the modification on the polycrystalline AZO film grain boundary by UV 
Laser processing, the scheme of polycrystalline structure and energy level of AZO film 
was presented in Figure 5.15. As shown, during electrons flowing in polycrystalline AZO 
film with grain boundary scattering dominant, the grain boundary density is determined 
by grain size L while the scattering intensity at grain boundaries is determined by grain 
boundary barrier height Φb indicated in Figure 5.15. The latter is controlled by electron 
trap density (Nt) and the free electron concentration (Nhall). For all the thin films in 













), so that the 
grain are not fully depleted of their carriers[15, 19]. Then first approximation can be 
applied to describe the energy potential barrier at grain boundary as shown in equation 

















)                              Eq 5.5 
Considering both grain boundary density and energy potential barrier at grain boundaries, 
Seto and Baccarani [75, 76] extend Petriz model [77] to describe the grain boundary 
mobility 𝜇𝑔 as shown in equation 5.5, where 𝑚
∗ is the electron effective mass, L is the 
grain size and Φb is the grain boundary potential (barrier height). The basic result of this 
equation is based on electrons transport through grain boundary by thermionic emission 
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over the barrier, taking into account of electron traps as a depletion region formed on 
either side of the grain boundary barrier. As confirmed by crystal size histogram in 
Figure 5.12, the average grain size “L” was increased by ~2 times which leads to an 
enhance factor of 2 for the grain boundary mobility according to equation 5.5. However, 
as calculated from equation 5.1, the grain boundary mobility has been improved by 10 
times which leave a factor of 5 mainly from the electron trap density (Nt) decrease at 
grain boundaries. The decrease of electron trap density attributes to desorption of oxygen 
species at grain boundaries of UV Laser exposed sample which are in good agreement 
with prior reports[15, 21]. The desorption of oxygen species would release free carriers 
from traps which is proved by a moderate increase of carrier concentration increase after 
UV Laser crystallization shown in Figure 5.14. 
 





5.2.4.iii. Laser Intensity Effect 
To investigate the optimal parameters for UV laser crystallization, several series of AZO 
thin film coated by sol gel layer and nanoparticle layer were processed and measured by 
Hall measurements. The carrier mobility was used to evaluate the effect on AZO thin 
film quality by UV laser. The initial laser parameters of several trials were designed 
according to COMSOL Multiphysics
®
 simulation shown in the prior section and 
experimental characterizations. Then, suitable parameters including laser intensity and 
pulse number were analyzed, taking into account of both carrier mobility test results and 
the Multiphysics simulation.   
Table 5.4. UV laser crystallization parameters effect on AZO sol gel layer (run 12) carrier 
mobility 
 
Table 5.4 shows the UV laser processing parameters effect on AZO thin film carrier 





is the optimal for carrier mobility enhancement, suggesting lowest grain boundary density 
or electron trap density at grain boundaries [19, 20]. High laser intensity beyond optimal 
threshold window though, is able to degrade film quality, that is, a clear-cut carrier 
mobility decrease as compared to the optimal condition. Film lack long range crystalline 
order, as higher laser fluence causes ablation of material [42, 67] , that is, laser 
evaporated material would redeposit back on the surface but no crystallization energy is 
available for them, so that resultant surface would lack crystallinity. 
Table 5.5 shows the UV laser crystallization parameters effect on AZO thin film carrier 
mobility fabricated by nanoparticle layer spin coating. Similarly, laser intensity of 
172mj/cm
2
 is the optimal for carrier mobility enhancement, suggesting lowest grain 
boundary density or electron trap density at grain boundaries too. However, comparing 
the run 13 to run 12, it can be found that nanoparticle layer AZO film performs lower 
carrier mobility than sol gel layer, demonstrating looser film structure for nanoparticles 















5.2.4.iv. Pulse Number Effect 
Under optimal laser intensity during UV laser crystallization, a strong decrease in sheet 
resistance Rs and resistivity ρhall is measured for different pulse number as shown in 
Figure 7. Rs decreases from 1.5 KΩ/sq to 217, 179 and 153 Ω/sq, respectively when 50, 
100 and 150 pulses were delivered to AZO film. ρhall decreases from 2.28×10







 Ωcm in the same way. As discussed in prior section, it 
can be seen that the conductivity enhancement is associate with a large increase in 
electron mobility, over 8 times and 4 times after UV Laser treatment for the sol-gel layer 
(table 2) and nanoparticle layer (table 3), respectively. And as shown in table 5.4 and 






, 150 pulses 
supply more thoroughly film modification which achieved highest carrier mobility. 
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Higher carrier mobility results from lower grain boundary scattering dominated by grain 
boundary density and electron trap density at grain boundaries.  While laser intensity 
exceeds 200mj/cm
2
, that would require pulse number less than 100 to avoid film quality 
degradation because of possible material ablation and insulate layer formation 
(Aluminum oxide) [42, 67].  
 
5.2.4.v. Forming gas annealing 
Since impurity ion scattering is still not dominant mechanism in polycrystalline AZO 
film after UV Laser processing in current series sample, implying further increase in 
carrier has a potential to enhance electrical conductivity more. Demonstrated in Figure 
5.16, sheet resistance of AZO thin film could further drop from 179 Ω/sq to 75 Ω/sq after 
FMG (Forming gas treatment under 400 
◦
C). The sheet resistance drop and electrical 









 by free carriers release from FMG passivation oxygen 
species and other electron traps, without drawback carrier mobility. On the other hand, 
carrier mobility of AZO under UL2 (UV Laser process with 172 mj/cm
2
 and 150 pulses) 






 after FMG, implying impurity ion 
scattering accumulate influence on carrier transport. However due to carrier 




Figure 5.16, Hall measurements of AZO films processed by UV laser with following 
FMG.  
FMG not only contributes to the release of free carriers but also desorption of oxygen 
species (electron traps) at grain boundaries, similarly to UV laser processing. This is 
crucial for film conductivity since the oxygen species (mainly oxygen and water) tends to 
absorb electrons to form insulation hydroxides phase, in which the absorbed electrons 
generate negative potential barrier at boundaries would be also detrimental for electron 
thermionic emission. This is illustrated in Figure 5.17a. Desorption of oxygen species 
after laser treatment and FMG can be further confirmed by XPS spectra as shown in 
Figure 5.17b and 5.17c.  As compared before and after laser treatment, only a slight 
difference in the Zn2p3/2 signal was observed. In contrast, the O1s signal was affected 
dramatically after the UV Laser exposure, where the peak with higher binding energy 
subject to hydroxides was diminished and shifted to lower energy typical for metal oxides. 
Moreover after laser and FMG, O1s signal assigned to hydroxides almost completely 
disappeared, leaving strong metal oxides signal. This reveals that the removing of 
absorbed oxygen species after AZO film aqueous solution fabrication was accomplished 
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by laser treatment and followed FMG, which eliminated electron traps and boosted the 
electron mobility and conductance[15, 21].  
 
Figure 5.17. (a) Scheme of polycrystalline AZO and the electron traps formed by oxygen 
species at grain boundaries. The oxygen species tend to absorb electrons and form 
negative potential barrier. XPS spectra of AZO film before and after laser and FMG 




5.2.5. Optical performance discussion 
5.2.5.i. Transmittance 
Not only electrical conductance but also transparency needs to be considered so as to 
evaluate the potential application of this solution fabricated AZO film like in practical 
touch screen display and smart window. UV-Vis-IR transmittance measurement was 
carried out to explore this optoelectronic performance. As illustrated in Figure 5.18a and 
b, the transmittance spectrum of the current series of samples in the wavelength range of 
400-2000 nm were measured with Cole-Pamer glass as reference substrate. All results 
meet the requirements of touch screen display for practical application (Rs: 500 Ω/sq; T: 
85%). For instance, the films processed by 172 mJ cm
-2
 reach 217 Ω/sq with 95% 
T@550nm (Figure 5.18b), 75 Ω/sq with 88% T@550nm and 79 Ω/sq with 89% 
T@550nm (Figure 5.18a), depending on Laser pulse number and FMG, respectively. To 
date, no such low sheet resistance (Rs<80 Ω/sq @ T >88%) has been reported before for 
the thorough solution fabricated AZO film, though combined with post treatment. This 
remarkable optoelectronic performance mainly attributes to the relaxing conductivity / 
transparency trade-off by increasing the charge carrier mobility after UV laser processing 
[15, 21]. On the other hand, the UV-Vis-IR transmittance exhibits a slight decrease near 
Vis-IR range after following forming gas annealing (FMG) process (Figure 5.18b 
comparing with / without FMG) owing to free carrier absorption, which is reflected in the 
moderate carrier concentration increase in Figure 5.16. As well as laser intensity of 192 
mJ cm
-2
, the films reach
 273 Ω/sq with 96% T@550nm, 217 Ω/sq with 95% T@550nm 
and 95 Ω/sq with 89.4% T@550nm, depending on different Laser pulse number and 




Figure 5.18. Influence of UV laser on transmittance: (a) Visible-IR transmittance 
spectrum of UV laser and FMG processed AZO films, (b) the transmittance 
measurements of variable samples processed with and without FMG. 
 
5.2.5.ii. HAZE measurements 
Figure 5.19a shows the film scattered transmittance scale evaluation setup. The light 
scattering was quantified by the difference between diffusive and specular transmittance 
(the light comes out of the sample parallel to the incident light), which also is called 
HAZE measurements. The diffusive transmittance was measured by an integrating sphere 
to integrate all forward light including both scattered and specular transmitted light. After 
the baseline for the UV-Vis-IR spectroscopy was set by scanning a blank glass substrate, 
the AZO film was installed on a solid sample holder between light source and the 
detector for measurement. The quantification of scattering would be required, as well as 
comparison to other alternatives, due to crucial role in customer experience if 
manufactured in optoelectronic devices like touch screens and smart windows. As 
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illustrated in Figure 5.19b, the current series of laser processed solution fabricated AZO 
film exhibit ultra-low scattering transmittance in the full visible range (400-800nm), 
implying macro-scale uniform and homogeneous film surface.  
 
Figure5.19. (a) Light scattering measurement set up: The difference in the diffusive 
transmittance and the specular transmittance evaluates light scattering scale. Influence of 
UVLC parameters on AZO films UV-Vis-IR transmittance; (b) light scattering spectrum 
of processed AZO film. 
Figure 5.20 shows the diffusive and specular transmittance of AZO film measured by 
UV-Vis-IR spectroscopy at 550nm wavelength in the same way. The difference between 
them are shown and compared with other transparent electrode alternatives[23, 53]. It is 
can be seen that the scattering of AZO film is ~1.8% after UVLC and FMG. Comparing 
with other alternatives like CNT (~3%), silver nanowires (~10%) and Graphene hybrid 
film (h3, ~6.6%), whose high light scattering scale might trigger problematic for certain 
displays like touch screens[23], the processed AZO film achieve significant low light 




Figure 5.20. the performance of diffusive transmittance, specular transmittance and light 
scattering at 550nm of UVLC AZO films, comparing with glass, CNT, silver nanowires, 
and graphene hybrid material. 
 
5.2.6. Summary of this section 
Comparing aqueous solution fabrication in our work with other groups, the UV Laser 






), implying diminishing grain 





 by FMG, the UV Laser processed AZO film obtains slightly 
decreased carrier mobility, indicating the charge mobility dominated by both impurity ion 
scattering and grain boundary barrier scattering.  The highest electrical conductivity of 
current series of sample reaches ~1000 S cm
-1
, which performs better than many vacuum 
methods. In addition, grain boundary density also could be affected by film thickness 
which would further influence the carrier mobility[15]. According to equation 5.5, the 
grain boundary density influences the grain boundary mobility with a linear factor. This 
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supply an explanation that charge mobility in our study is still lower than some high 
vacuum fabrications like FCAD and Magnetic assisted PLD. However, considering the 
150nm thick AZO film in our work is extremely thinner than most prior advancements 
(μm scale), UV laser processing has potential to achieve even higher carrier mobility with 
the efficient low cost aqueous solution fabrication.  
Figure 5.21a milestones the accomplished AZO film performance, comparing with 
experimental data for ITO thin films[10] and other recently developed transparent 
electrode alternatives such as CNT random meshes[94-96], silver nanowire networks[23], 
metal gratings[11] and graphene[53, 97]. The treated AZO films compare favorably to 
vapor deposited ITO and other transparent electrodes at a lower manufacturing cost due 
to the nature of printing technology. Figure 5.21b plots electron mobility vs. free electron 
concentration data for AZO thin films deposited with different process conditions from 
several groups[15, 21, 32, 78-86]. These prior advancements have achieved high 
electrical conductivity on different substrates with vacuum or aqueous solution methods, 
and provide a comparison with the work discussed here on our aqueous solution AZO 
films (red curve in Figure 3b). The highest electrical conductivity of the current series of 
sample reaches ~1000 S cm
-1
, which performs better than the up-to-date best aqueous 




Figure 5.21. (a) The performance of transmittance at 550nm and sheet resistance for AZO 
films, comparing with ITO, CNT, silver nanowires, metal gratings and graphene. (b) 
Electron mobility vs. electron concentration for AZO films processed by UVLC and 
FMG, comparing with high vacuum deposition by nine research groups. The red curve 
shows current work, the other marked points and curves represent high mobility AZO 




CHAPTER 6. LASER ENHANCED AG NANOWIRE NETWORK PRINTING 
6.1. Introduction 
Being widely applied in today’s ubiquitous flat panel displays and touch screen 
technologies, as well as thin-film solar cells and light emitting diodes, transparent and 
conductive electrodes (TCEs) have drawn increasing attention[98]. Various types of 
TCEs have been developed for these optoelectronics devices, such as indium doped tin 
oxide (ITO) and aluminum doped zinc oxide (AZO) which are the standard compounds 
for most applications performing outstanding optoelectronic property[99]. However, 
these oxides required high vacuum deposition, which is accompanied with issues like 
instrumental complexity, high cost and limit scalability[100]. This brittle metal oxide 
film also does not fulfill the demand of cutting edge flexible electronics. Thus, 
alternatives like single-wall carbon nanotubes (CNTs)[94, 96, 98], graphenes[97] and 
AgNWs[23] have been intensively investigated for replacement, attribute to low-cost 
material synthesis, scalable film fabrication and inherent flexibility.  
However, AgNWs film fabrication still suffers from the problem of excessive 
agglomeration which would deteriorate electrical field distribution and visible range 
transparency, especially when AgNWs have high aspect ratio (like ~ 35 nm in diameter 
and ~ 15 um in lengths)[23].  Besides, for AgNWs network corresponding to 
transmittance of 85-95%, conduction is typically dominated by percolation through 
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junctions with relative large nanowire cross junction resistance (MΩ)[34, 101, 102]. A 
variety of attempts have been made to decrease the sheet resistance by improving the 
junction contacts, including self-forming of nanowires[35], thermal annealing under 
pressure[103] and electroplating[23]. But none of these are suitable with cutting-edge 
agglomeration-free roll to roll printing techniques, especially printing on low melting 
point PET substrate. And, it also has been challenging to reduce the sheet resistance to 
below 10 Ω/sq, simultaneously holding the transparency over 90%. While, UV lamp 
induced optical welding of AgNWs has been invented by Garnett et al. recently, which 
bring a potential for directly improving nanowire junction conductance[34]. During the 
optical welding, large ohmic losses of metals enable effective light concentration and 
serve as efficient light driven sources of heat[34] to weld crossed nanowires.  
Furthermore, the illustration of rapidly raising and lowering the temperature in nanoscale 
metallic structures with the use of pulse laser[29, 42, 46] suggests that the optical welding, 
depending on material absorption and the light intensity, can be more effective and 
efficient if equipped with high speed and high power Laser. In addition, laser beam 
processing time usually ranged from nano-sceonds to micro-seconds, which is favorable 
for localized fusion of AgNWs without affecting other areas. This direct, efficient and 
selective laser processing[104, 105] could achieve high speed roll-to-roll integration of 
nanomaterials. 
In this chapter, we investigated the ultra-fast Laser processing to assist the commercial 
scalable roll-to-roll printing of AgNWs on PET substrate. The printing process based on 
Meyer rod coating technique to deposit high respect ratio AgNWs (~35nm in diameter 
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and ~15um in length) network on flexible PET substrate as shown in figure 6.1. The 
printing line speed reaches as high as 1.5 m/min with outstanding film quality.  
 
Figure 6.1. Commercial scalable roll to roll printer. 
Then pulsed laser was scanning to generate local fusion of AgNW and improve cross 
junction contacts. Since, The controlled pulsed laser irradiation sparks off heat generation 
at nanowire junctions due to electromagnetic field concentration that occurs in the 
nanoscale gap between two crossed nanowires[34, 46]. As a consequence, thermally 
activated isolated silver atoms flow over nanowire junction and recrystallize to solder 
point. The Laser used in laser processing is shown in figure 6.2. KrF excimer laser (λ of 
248 nm and τ of 25 ns) with repetition rate (RR) of 10 Hz was directed to the AgNW 
network to improve the cross-wire junctions. In order to efficiently process large scale 
film, the laser beam was shaped to a square, top-hat profile (8x8 mm) and enabled 





, and the exposure time of each spot ranged 0.25- 3.75 μs corresponding to 10-150 
pulses. The laser beam with line shape and higher repetition rate is taken into account to 
boost process speed even more and immediate efficient commercial scale manufacturing. 
 
 
Figure 6.2. Ultra-fast laser processing set up. 
 
6.2. Sample printing and laser processing 
6.2.1. AgNW network printing 
AgNW ink was bought from Blue Nano Inc., in which high aspect ratio nanowires 
(diameters of ~35 nm and lengths of ~15 um) were dispersed in ethanol at a concentration 
of 10 mg mL
-1
. The ink dispersion was observed to be stable at room temperature and 




Figure 6.3. AgNW ink and the nanowire SEM images, collected from Blue Nano Inc. 
To avoid agglomeration and achieve uniform printing, AgNW ink was sonicated for 5-
10s and shaken by hand for 1-2 min. Figure 6.1 shows the commercial scaled Roll-to-
Roll printing system. To print a film, 50ml ink is filled into tray, #30 MG gravure coater 
is rolled over the ink and a doctor blade is assembled to remove excess ink, leaving a 
uniform thin layer of AgNW ink on the PET substrate with a ~60um wet thickness. This 
printing system is a reverse kiss gravure coater, where the coater rotates in the opposite 
direction to the substrate as shown in scheme of Figure 6.4a. The kiss coating 
configuration minimized deflection of the substrate as it passes above the gravure coater, 
resulting in a small stable bead that combined with the reverse application and finally 
gives a very good quality and a low coating weight. The liquid thickness is determined by 
gravure coater rolling speed and wire distribution[106], that is, the wire diameter and the 
spacing as mentioned above (#30). Then, the wet coating of AgNW on PET is translated 
into internal heater for carefully drying at 110
◦
C, with translating speed being 1.5 m/min 
as shown in Figure 6.4a. The internal heater is applied parallel to PET substrate to avoid 
uneven local heating, in case of coating agglomeration[23]. Figure 6.4b illustrates an 8 in. 




Figure 6.4. (a) schematic setup of the roll-to-roll printing system, (b) an 8 in. by 4 in. 
uniform printing of AgNWs on a PET substrate. 
 
6.2.2. AgNW network surface and transparency 
Figure 6.5a, b, c and d show scanning electron microscope (SEM) observation of the 
printing. It can be seen uniform, agglomeration-free coating of AgNWs has been 
achieved. According to our experiment experience and prior reports[23, 106, 107], it is 
found that the ink concentration play a critical role in tuning the ink viscosity optimally 
for uniform coatings, which performs best between 1-2.5 mg/ml. To boost the efficient 
manufacturing for commercially scaling up, 2.5 mg/ml concentration is applied. AgNW 
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films with different area densities on PET substrates could be printed, by manipulating 
ink concentration, wet thickness and coating area. By tuning the density higher, denoted 
P1 to P4, there are fewer and smaller holes in the films which contribute to better 
electrical field distribution and conductive performance when used in optoelectronics. 
The area density increase is estimated by ImageJ calculated surface filling fraction ratio 
(FF) as well, as shown in inserts where FF increase from 18.1% to 51.4%. As the film 
density decreases from P4 to P1, sparser films with more holes are obtained, which bring 
negative effect on electrical conduction but perform better optical transparency[108].  
 
Figure 6.5. The SEM observation of the printed AgNW film on PET substrate in 4 

















. The scale bar is 5µm.  
As illustrated in Figure 6.6, optical transmittance over a large wavelength range is 
measured with a Vis-IR spectrometer using a blank PET substrate as the reference. P1 




 (close to classical percolation limit) exhibits 
highest transmittance over 95% in the full range. As denser films printed, conductance 
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increases from ~26 KΩ/sq to ~450 Ω/sq, ~150 Ω/sq and ~100 Ω/sq for P1, P2, P3 and P4 
with a 15% variation, respectively. However, transmittance decreases to around 80% near 
infrared range due to AgNW scattering and reflectance. It is deserved to note that visible 
range transmittances of these 4 different area densities all located over 85% fulfilling 
requirements of plenty of applications like screen displays, smart windows, photovoltaics, 
as well as light emitting diodes[34].  
 
Figure 6.6. Measured sheet resistance (15% variance) and optical transmittance of printed 
AgNW film according to 4 different area densities 
 
6.2.3. Laser processing set up 
Right after printing, laser processing was carried out on AgNW/PET substrate, with laser 
parameters mentioned. Figure 6.7 shows a schematic of the experimental set-up and 
illustrates the NW-NW junction welding. KrF Excimer laser (λ of 248 nm and τ of 25 ns) 
beam shaped to a square, top-hat profile (8x8 mm) is scanning on AgNW films with 
enabled translations along both X and Y axis. The laser beam size is adjustable 
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depending on requirement. Nanowire junctions are formed at exposure time of 0.25-3.75 
μs for each spot, in laser beam intensity of 20 mJ cm-2. The laser intensity is chosen for 
nearly negligible heating effect on PET substrate, demonstrated by unchanged PET 
transparency and XRD signal (Figure 6.8). The laser processing effect was characterized 
by means of plane-view scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), optical transmittance and electrical conductivity measurements.  
 
Figure 6.7. Schematic of the AgNW junction laser processing on PET substrate. The 
nanowires naturally contact with each other, and then enable local heating at junctions by 
laser exposure. 
To illustrate that PET substrate has capability to sustain during laser processing, bare 
PET substrates subject to all laser exposure conditions were characterized by Vis-IR 
transmittance and X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns in Figure 6.8a and b. As shown in 
Figure 6.8a, extremely slight transmittance change was detected after up to 3.75 μs 
exposure, comparing with untreated one. This reveals that the laser exposure will not 
affect the optical performance of current series of samples. Figure 6.8b plots the XRD 
patterns of PET substrates, before and after laser exposure, showing unchanged PET 
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structure due to untra-short exposure time, small heat-effective zone and fast processing 
speed, consistent with prior reports[109]. Both the optical performance and structure test 
further confirm the nearly unaffected substrate during laser processing after roll to roll 
printing, which is helpful for large-scale promotion. 
 
Figure 6.8. (a) Optical transmittance of bare PET versus wavelength and laser exposure 
time. The plots show the total diffusive transmittance as a function of wavelength for 
different exposure time for PET substrate. The diffusive transmittance include both 
specular transmitted and scattered light collected by integrating sphere. (b) XRD patterns 
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of bare PET as a function of laser exposure time. The plots show PET structure change 
according to different exposure time. 
 
6.3. Microstructure change after laser processing 
6.3.1. Surface modification 
Figure 6.9a, b, c and d show plan view SEM images collected before welding and after 
different exposure times, respectively. Before welding, individual nanowires all over the 
image were clearly distinct throughout the junctions (Figure 6.9a). However, the NW-
NW junctions subject to 1.25 μs and 2.50  μs laser exposure get started welding, which is 
indicated by contrast change at the forming solder point (Figure 6.9b and c). Apparently, 
the NW-NW junctions subject to 3.75 μs exposure are welded together completely, which 
is demonstrated by the solder point formed (Figure 6.9d). No more exposure time is 
applied to AgNW films suggested by the electrical measurements.  
 
Figure 6.9. (a) plan-view SEM images of AgNW film before laser treatment. Scale bar is 
500nm. Plane view SEM images of AgNW films after laser processing with different 
exposure time: (b) 1.25 μs; (c) 2.50 μs; (d) 3.75 μs. Scale bar is 500nm. 
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6.3.2. Laser welded nanojunctions 
Further evidence for solder point formation and laser welded nanojunctions is also 
provided by high resolution TEM images in figure 6.10a and b. As marked by NW_1 and 
NW_2, two nanowires are slanting downward and merging together. The lattice 
orientation runs perpendicular cross its length, and lattice fringe measured of 0.23 nm 
spacing, faying with Ag (111) [110-112]. Distinct crystal orientations could be 
established for two merging nanowires following lattice fringe, represented by the black 
and white parallel line pairs[110] in figure 6.10a. Figure 6.10b shows magnified view of 
the rhombic area, in which two white lines mark the wire orientation of NW_2. Since the 
orientation of NW_2 slants bottom left corner, the silver atoms inside the rhombic should 
originally follow the lattice fringe of NW_2. However, going through NW-NW contact 
after laser processing, it clearly shows lattice orientation of NW_2 was interrupted along 
the edge of a rhombic area. Inside the rhombic area, atom positions seem following 
established lattice fringe of NW_1, and simultaneously contributed by NW_2. This 
reveals a silver atoms recrystallization process during laser processing, suggesting laser 
activated silver atoms around nanojunctions must have exhibited high mobility during 
ultra-fast laser treatment and allowed the recrystallization onto crystal phase at the solder 
point area[34, 113]. Since it is well recognized that the diffusion barrier for a single metal 
atom surface is quite low (less than 1 eV), which could be easily thermal activated, even 
at room temperature rather than laser beam exposure[113]. However, to create such 
isolated metal atoms demands a pretty high energy cost, especially with organic ligands 
coating between nanowires. The ultra-fast Laser heating is enough to remove organic 
ligands between nanowires and enable thermal activation as stated in chapter 3, so 
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isolated metal atoms can be created and thus diffused rapidly by means of surface 
diffusion. On the other hand, lattice fringe at solder point still could be distinguished 
apparently from NW_1, implying a possible non-equilibrium recrystallization[114] rather 
than a epitaxial recrystallization[34]. This is owing to ultra-short laser exposure serving 
as driven force in LPW process (25 ns per pulse). Dislocations could be found in NW_1 
according to missing atoms and dislocating atom positions as shown, which ascribe to the 
nanowire synthesis. 
 
Figure 6.10. (a) HRTEM image of nanowire junction after 2.50 μs laser exposure. (b) 
Magnified HRTEM image of joint area formed by laser treatment. 
 
6.3.3. The mechanism of localized welding 
The selected area Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) patterns collected also verified the 
formation and recrystallization of solder point between contacted AgNWs after laser 
processing, shown in Figure 6.11. Figure 6.11a show an representative TEM image and 
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FFT patterns (equal to optical diffraction patterns) of single nanowire, faying with prior 
reports, exhibiting pentagonally twined structure sitting on the substrate with one of the 
five equivalent crystal facets lying flat[110]. The different contrasts inside the twinning 
boundaries represent the presence of microtwins and stacking faults in silver matrix. 
These pentagonal twined crystals aroused relatively weak double diffraction spots 
comparing to stronger primary patterns along one direction, leading to parallel lines of 
spots[34]. Figure 6.11b shows the low-magnification TEM image of nanowire junctions 
after laser processing. The appearance of anomalous contrast change in nanowires is due 
to overlapping nanowires or a high density of stacking faults in addition to twinning 
boundaries. The twining structure was mainly observed in nanowires, however rarely in 
nanojucntions due to recrystallization process of welding, more images were shown in 




Figure 6.11. (a) HRTEM image of a single nanowire, while the insert represents the 
SAED patterns of the nanowire. (b), (c) and (d) Low-magnification TEM image of a 
nanowire junction after laser processing.  
The nanowire junction is focus-in viewed and FFT patterns are analyzed in Figure 6.12a. 
Comparing NW_1 to NW_2, the diffraction patterns is visible along two different 
directions, with roughly equal intensity and rotated certain degrees (~45
o
). Both these two 
diffraction patterns represent silver nanowires by tilting the silver nanowires around the 
growth direction of [110] (the long axis of nanowire)[110]. However, at the joint after 
laser processing, it is clearly seen diffraction patterns of solder point are corresponding to 
the single crystal with FCC structure along the [110] zone axis direction, indicating 
recrystallized phase and reorganized atom positions accomplished along the (111) 
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growing plane[110]. The geometry scheme is shown in Figure 6.12b, in which the FCC 
lattice of silver nanowire is tilted to be comparable with TEM image taken on right-hand 
side, showing the two single nanowires were grown along [110] long axis with growing 
plane of (111). During nanowire laser induced welding process, subcrystals along (111) 
plane get started to weld together via metal atom surface diffusion, in which isolated 
metal atoms are created by Laser heating[34, 110, 113, 115]. The crystal structures of 
nanowires and the welding process between them provides good comparison to prior 
statements[34, 110-113, 115]. 
 
Figure 6.12. (a) and HRTEM of welded junctions, the square represents the size and 
location of the optical diffraction aperture used for the  FFT patterns. (b) Scheme of 
growing silver nanowire crystal structure, where central axis of nanowire is [111] 





6.4. Performance characterization and discussion 
6.4.1. Electrical conductance and optical transparency 
To demonstrate the practicality of laser process in macro-scale applications, we printed 
large area AgNWs (Figure 6.4b, 8 inch by 4 inch) on PET for optoelectronic performance 
evaluation. Since application in flat panel displays and touch screen technologies, as well 
as thin-film photovoltaics, high visible transparency and low sheet resistance are required 
simultaneously. Thus, AgNW films subject to area density of P2 and P3 (density denoted 
in section 6.3) were printed and welded to achieve best optoelectronic performance. 
Figure 6.13a and b monitor visible-IR transmittance (average of large area test) with a 
bare PET substrate as reference, and 4-point-sheet resistance as a function of laser 
exposure time. Compared with as-printed P2 sample in Figure 6.13a, the wavelength-
dependent transmittance remains almost unchanged after laser treatment, with a slight 
increase owing to organic ligands removal or minor variations in the nanowire density. 
95-96% @ 550nm and over 90% @ visible range Transmittance were obtained for P2 
samples subject to both untreated and laser welded conditions. Then, the inserted figure 
shows low sheet resistance simultaneously accomplished after laser processing, which 
decreases from 450 Ω/sq to 13 Ω/sq as laser exposure time increases from 0 to 2.50 μs. 
The sheet resistance drops by a factor of over 30 after 2.50 μs shining, but slightly 
increases subject to 3.75 μs shining (~15 Ω/sq). This large drop in resistance is attributed 
to UV laser nano-welding of nanowire junction, which is usually 3 orders of magnitude 
higher than single nanowire resistance[23, 34, 46, 116]. However, after laser welding, the 
dominant individual junction resistance decreases to be comparable with nanowires 
themselves, leading to incredible low sheet resistance as 13 Ω/sq. This also can be 
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demonstrated by AgNW network sheet resistance calculation according to Kirchoff’s 
rules[117], where 10-50 Ω/sq would be contributed by solely nanowires themselves. The 
incredible high transmittance (95% T@550nm) and simultaneously low sheet resistance 
(13 Ω/sq) have not been reported before, which is comparable to bulk silver grid 
fabricated with perfect bulk junction between crossed grids. However, the transmittance 
of current sample (95% T@550nm) performs much higher than bulk silver grid, implying 
the superiority of ultrafast laser processed AgNW network. The slight increases subject to 
over-exposure of 3.75 μs, resulted from the randomly formed necking area in specific 
nanowires as mentioned above. Since the stretched morphology along rod axis during 
necking, would increases the resistance of nanowire itself. Thereby optimal laser 
exposure time play a crucial role. To further enhance electrical conductance, P3 sample 
subject to higher nanowire area density was investigated as shown in Figure 6.13b. The 
lowest sheet resistance of 5 Ω/sq was achieved by 2.50 µs UV laser exposure as well. 
However, the slight increase to 15Ω/sq after 3.75 µs UV laser shining implies the 
Rayleigh instability[34, 118] might be introduced by excessive heat generation from 
nanowire surface Plasmon or PET substrate absorption. The visible-IR transmittance of 
P3 sample is also nearly unaffected before and after laser, encountering slight variations 
similar to P2. Relative lower transmittance of 91-92% @ 550nm and over 85% @ visible 
range were obtained owing to higher nanowire area density. The best optoelectronic 
performance of 5 Ω/sq and simultaneous 91% T@550nm was also remarkable to the 
author’s knowledge. It reveals that the laser processing has the potential to implant into 
commercial scale fabrication like roll-to-roll printing to fulfill the demand of enhancing 




Figure 6.13. (a) Optical transmittance of P2 AgNW transparent electrode film versus 
wavelength and laser exposure time. The plots show the total diffusive transmittance as a 
function of wavelength for different exposure time for P2 sample. Insert: P2 AgNW 
transparent electrode sheet resistance corresponding to laser exposure time. (b) Optical 
transmittance of P3 AgNW transparent electrode film versus wavelength and laser 
exposure time. Insert: P3 AgNW transparent electrode sheet resistance corresponding to 




6.4.2. Percolation theory 
Classical percolation theory was referred to further calculate the nanowire junction 
resistance and the film sheet resistance, in order to clarify the electrical conductance 
improvement by laser processing. As shown in equation 6.1, Stauffer et al.[102, 103, 119] 
states that, “sticks” (nanotubes & nanowires) randomly distributed throughout an 
insulating medium adhere to the following relation: 
𝜎  ∝    (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑐)
𝑡                                                         Eq6.1 
where σ is film conductivity, Nc is the minimum wire density (per area for a 2-D film; per 
volume for a 3-D film) required to achieve conductivity from one side to the other, N is 
the actual wire density within the film and t is the critical exponent which accounts for 
dimension and percolation model.
 
Then, Foygel et al.[102] advances the equation to 
calculate the “sticks” percolated film conductivity, considering wire density and aspect 
ratio as shown in equation 6.2. 
𝜎 ≅ [ 𝑅0 𝑙 ( 
0.6
𝛼
 )𝑡 ] −1                                                    Eq6.2 
where R0 is the resistance of the nanowire or of the contact between nanowires, 
whichever is larger. l is the typical distance between the contacts, which decreases as 
nanowire area density increases due to crisscross. a is the aspect ratio of the nanowire and 
t = 1.4 for our AgNWs network[102]. To calculate film sheet resistance, equation 6.3 is 
drawn to divide film resistivity by thickness, where T indicates estimated film thickness.    
𝑅𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡 ≅ [ 𝑅0 𝑙 ( 
0.6
𝛼
 )𝑡 ] /𝑇                                                Eq6.3 
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Figure 6.14a and b plot the film conductivity and sheet resistance as a function of R0, 
according to equation 6.2 and 6.3, in which 𝑙~500nm & T~70nm for P2 and 𝑙~300nm & 
T~100nm for P3 are assumed by pane view SEM images and ImageJ software calculation.  
 
Figure 6.14. (c) P2 AgNW film sheet resistance and conductivity as a function of 
percolation junction resistance R0, calculated by percolation theory with thickness T of 
70nm and percolated ‘stick’ length L of 500nm. (d) P3 AgNW film sheet resistance and 
conductivity as a function of percolation junction resistance R0, calculated by percolation 
theory with thickness T of 100nm and percolated ‘stick’ length L of 300nm. 
 
Apparently, after laser welding, to obtain ~13 Ω/sq for P2, R0 should be <2KΩ, revealing 
that the contact resistance between nanowire junctions becomes comparable or negligible 
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to that of nanowires themselves (RNW). Directly calculated RNW could be as low as 
~0.25KΩ for a single AgNW with 15μm in length and 35nm in diameter, whereas 
actually value usually approaches one or several KΩ[34] probably because of oxidation 
degrading and organic ligands coating. Therefore after laser treatment, taking off RNW 
contribution to R0, the contact resistance cross nanowires could be estimated as 0 Ω. 
However, before welding, Rsheet subject to P2 is ~450Ω/sq, and this corresponds to R0 
of >60 KΩ revealing that junction resistance is dominant. As well as P3, R0 is decreased 
from >55 KΩ to <2 KΩ after laser welding as well, according to sheet resistance change. 
This change implies the dominant resistance of NW-NW junctions has been decreased by 
laser induced nano-welding, and finally becoming comparable or negligible to single 




Figure 6.15. Scheme of AgNW network conductance dominated by contact resistance 
through percolating nanowires and the scheme of LPW effect on nanowire contact 
resistance. 
 
6.4.3. HAZE measurements 
Similarly to AZO, the transmittance in current investigation was measured by Lambda 
950 with an integrating sphere to integrate all forward light including both specular 
transmitted and scattered transmitted. The specular transmittance indicates the light 
comes out of the sample parallel to the incident light. The difference between the 
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diffusive and specular transmittance is generally utilized to evaluate the light scattering 
which might trigger problematic for flat panel displays and touch screens[23, 53]. To 
measure the light scattering, the baseline for the spectroscopy is set by scanning a blank 
PET substrate and then AgNW film is installed on a solid sample holder between light 
source and the detector. The diffusive and specular transmittance data are obtained at 550 
nm wavelength, the difference between them are shown in Figure 6.16 comparing with 
other transparent electrode alternatives[23, 53]. It can be seen that the scattering of 
AgNW film on PET substrate after LPW is ~4.2% and ~5.6% subject to P2 and P3 
density, respectively. Considering approximate 2% light scattering contributed by PET 
itself (1% for glass substrate), only ~2.2% and 3.6% result from P2 and P3 metal 
nanowire scattering. Taking off the scattered transmitted light, the pure specular 
transmittance of P2 and P3 samples achieve 92.8% and 87.4%, which are also 
outstanding performance and fulfill industrial requirements. Relative higher nanowire 
density will result in larger light scattering, which is consistent with metal nanowire 
optical property[23]. However, it is lower than prior reports of Ag nanowire (~10%)[23] 
and AgNW-Graphene hybrid film[53] (h3, ~6.6%), attributing to slimmer nanowires and 
more uniform printing. As we know, it was remaining an issue to fabricate uniform film 
of AgNW with high aspect ratio like 35nm in diameter and 15µm in length before this 
study. Comparing with single walled carbon nanotubes network (~3%), P2 sample is 
more competitive. But it is additionally desired to note that CNT lose transmittance due 
to absorption while AgNW film lose transmittance due to scattering, not absorption[66]. 
Unfortunately, current series of samples still suffer from competing with traditional 
transparent conductive oxide (TCO) like ITO (~1%)[23, 53]. However, due to flexible 
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and stretchable electronic devices demand, AgNWs network would be favorable over 
brittle TCO, especially for light scattering preferred device like thin film photovoltaics.   
 
Figure 6.16.  Diffusive and specular transmittance of PET substrate, CNT on glass, Ag 
nanowire on glass, Graphene hybrid on glass, and P2, P3 AgNW on PET substrate. The 
differences in the diffusive and specular transmittance indicate the scattering of the light 
by the material. 
 
6.4.4. Mechanical and chemical stability 
To explore the mechanical stability of welded AgNW film which might be utilized in 
future flexible optoelectronic devices, mechanical related characterizations were carried 
out like bending sheet resistance (figure 6.17a). As shown in figure 6.17a, the resistance 
measurements of AgNW/PET with curvature from 0 to 0.06 mm
-1
 were carried out to test 
the bending flexibility. It was detected that P2 and P3 samples (before laser processing) 
possess pretty stable conductance during bending, comparing to standard brittle ITO film. 
However, there are still fluctuations observed due to not welded cross nanowire junction. 
After laser processing, P2 and P3 achieve ultra-stable conductance during bending, 
though negligible fluctuations felling into the scope of conductance deviation, illustrating 
outstanding flexibility in current series of samples[53]. Finally, chemical stability was 
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tested in ambient atmosphere as shown in supporting materials (6.17b and c). The sheet 
resistance of P2 and P3 samples under different laser welding conditions was tested after 
3 months, comparing with right after roll to roll printing combined laser processing, the 
evaluation reveals that electrical conductance nearly maintains unchanged after long time 
period. The stable electrical property is important for practical macro-scale application 
even though protective package will be added in commercial fabrication.   
 
Figure 6.17. (a) The ratio of bending resistance to original resistance as a function of 
bending curvature before and after laser processing for P2 and P3 samples, comparing to 
standard ITO film. The insert shows the designed bending gadget. (b) chemical stability 
test of laser processed P2 AgNW network on PET. (c) chemical stability test of laser 
processed P3 AgNW network on PET. 
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6.4.5. Overexposure effect 
The supplementary experiments were added to explore the effect of laser power on the 
performance of AgNW thin film. 5 different laser power densities were utlized as 15, 20, 
35, 50, 65 mJ cm
-2
, subject to the same exposure time of 2.5 µs. The sheet resistance 
curve revealed higher laser intensity than optimal one (20 mJ cm
-2
) like 35 mJ cm
-2
 
would decrease the film performance a little bit, due to overexposure might hurt 
nanojunctions or nanowire itself. The inserted SEM image of figure 6.18 confirmed about 
the overexposure issue of the nanowire network, in which selected area of nanowires are 
broken and fragmented to short sections. Those nanowire morphology change affected 
macro scale film electrical performance. Even higher laser intensity like 50-65 mJ cm
-2
 
would destroy the whole film as shown in the sheet resistance curve, in which film 
conductivity has become insulate (beyond the contact of limit of our 4 point 
measurement). The inserted SEM of destroyed nanowire network also confirmed that 
nanowires are degraded to not only short sections but also nanobeads, which fays well 




Figure 6.18. AgNW film sheet resistances as a function of laser power. The inserts shows 
the demonstration of selected area of damaged nanowires by over exposure and some 
area of destroyed nanowires by ultra-intense laser ablation. 
 
6.5. Summary of this chapter 
In summary, the high speed LPW provides direct, efficient and selective generation of 
NW-NW crystalline junction in roll-to-roll printed AgNWs percolated networks. Such as 
the optoelectronic performance evaluation, the transmittance @ 550nm of current series 
of direct laser welded AgNW films was plotted as a function of film sheet resistance in 
Figure 6.19 and compared to experimental data for ITO thin films[10] and other 
developed transparent electrode alternatives such as metal gratings[11], CNT random 
meshes[94-96], referring AgNWs[23, 51] and graphene/hybrid graphene[53, 97]. All of 
these transparent electrodes need to compromise the transmittance to achieve lower sheet 
resistance (<100 Ω/sq), with which AgNW films perform similarly. However, the 
uniformly printed films with high aspect ratio Ag nanowires could accomplish ~13 Ω/sq 
and 95% transmittance (P2), which show more competitiveness than ITO thin film in the 
mainstream market and the cutting age alternatives. AgNW films subject to higher 
density (P3) could achieve ~5 Ω/sq and 91% transmittance due to higher reflectance and 
scattering[23]. This mass-produced AgNW films show superior performance, which 
simultaneously possessing low cost solution based fabrication, uniform Roll-to-Roll 




Figure 6.19. Optical transmittance @550nm wavelength of laser welded P2 and P3 
AgNW TCE as a function of sheet resistance. The performance of ITO, CNT, Graphene, 











CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION 
To date, the industry standard TCE material is ITO (tin-doped indium-oxide) because of 
best optoelectronic property[21]. ITO achieves low resistivity of ~1-2×10−4 Ωcm and a 
transmittance over 80%. However, ITO has the drawback of being expensive, that is due 
to the film’s primary metal Indium is rare (6000 metric tons worldwide, 2006) and price 
fluctuates due to market demand (over $800/kg, 2006)[22]. Therefore, earth abundant 
doped zinc oxide (ZnO:X) has been proposed as alternative materials[21], as well as 
other like metal nanowires network[23]. Al doped ZnO (AZO) and nanometals are 
currently under intense investigation and development to replace indium tin oxide (ITO) 
as TCE film[27], though latter one is the standard compound for most applications 
performing best optoelectronic property[21]. Since it is crucial that AZO and metals 
ensure a sustainable supply of the earth abundant and cost-effect alternatives and which is 




Figure 7.1. IDTechEx©, Transparent Conductive Films (TCF) 2014-2024: Forecasts, 
Markets, Technologies NanoMarkets™, Emerging Markets for Non-ITO Transparent 
Conductive Oxides, 2011 
Current dissertation milestones the accomplished AZO film and AgNW film performance 
via laser processing, comparing with experimental data for ITO thin films and other 
recently developed transparent electrode alternatives such as CNT random meshes, silver 
nanowire networks[23], metal gratings[11] and graphene[53, 97]. The laser processed 
films compare favorably to vapor deposited ITO and other transparent electrodes at a 
lower manufacturing cost due to the nature of printing technology. Those prior 
advancements have achieved high electrical conductivity on different substrates with 
mainly high vacuum and high temperature methods. In current dissertation, we developed 
the aqueous solution / ethanol solution based nanomaterial ink, enabled printing 
technology, and sparked off the following laser processing to boost up film performance 
after printing. This method provides a low cost TCE film fabrication without compromise 
on performance.  
This first material system is composed of AZO nanocrystal thin films. With efforts in 
developing laser processing on the AZO coatings, an in-depth understanding has been 
achieved and following remarks were drawn: 
1. In the simulation of laser processing 0D and 1D nanomaterials, the laser induced 
plasmonic effect and the brought localized nanowelding was studied. 
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2. In the experiment of the AZO nanocrystal film coating and laser processing, SEM, 
XRD and other techniques confirmed the microstructure improvement of the thin film 
after laser processing.  
3. The electrical and optical performance of laser processed aqueous solution based AZO 
coating was investigated. High conductivity and simultaneous outstanding optical 
transparency were achieved. The mobility increase was turn out to be the dominant factor 
which leads to high conductivity without drawback optical transparency. 
4. Various mechanism of mobility increase was studied and theoretical analyzed. The 
grain boundary density decrease and electro trap density decrease at grain boundaries 
were prove to be the dominant factors, in the polycrystalline AZO film. 
 
The Second material system is metal nanowire network (AgNW). 
1. The similar simulation and experiment of AgNW printing and laser processing were 
conducted. SEM, TEM and other techniques confirmed the nanowelding between metal 
nanowire, which laser was shining on the thin film and plasmonic effect heating was 
induced. 
2. The electrical and optical performance of laser processed AgNW printing was 
investigated. High conductivity and simultaneous outstanding optical transparency were 
achieved. The conductance between adjacent crossed nanowires increase was turn out to 
be the dominant factor which leads to high conductivity without drawback optical 
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